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From the Editors

This issue of San Jose Studies celebrates the forty year relationship
between Bay Area cultures and the writers often referred to as the "Beat
Generation" or "The Beats."
With the exception of a brief prose piece by David Meltzer, all
material in this issue, including the lengthy excerpts from Allen Ginsberg's
journal of 1954, is here published for the frrst time. We are grateful to both
Allen Ginsberg and Gordon Ball for allowing us to publish these excerpts
well in advance of their appearance in Allen Ginsberg's forthcoming volume Journals Mid-Fifties (edited by Gordon Ball; HarperCollins, 1995).
The essays by Gordon Ball and Michael Schumacher were written
specifically for this issue of San Jose Studies. The poetry and prose of
Diane di Prima represent over thirty years of her output; she is currently
revising some of the earlier pieces for inclusion in a forthcoming autobiography. The poems of Michael McClure and David Meltzer are very
recent and will be appearing in future volumes of their work.
Those who have contributed to this issue are among the most important members and chroniclers of the Beat Generation. Though their poetry
and prose suggests the extraordinary variety of Beat styles and subjects, the
editors hope that readers of this issue will renew their acqaintance with
texts by and about other Beat writers.
The editors would especially like to express our gratitude to Alan
Soldofsky, director of the San Jose State University Center for Literary
Arts. Alan organized the original "Talking Continuously" symposium, and
appears in these pages as its moderator. His efforts to bring major authors
to the SJSU campus also provide the opportunity for the series of
interviews which will continue to appear in these pages, including
conversations with John Barth (in our previous issue), Ursula K. LeGuin
and Ken Kesey (forthcoming).
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Allen Ginsberg
®San Jose Area Diary, 1954
(Excerpts)
Edited and Annotated by Gordon Ball
Allen Ginsberg, a year after appearing at San Jose State, was made a Knight of
the Order of Arts and Letters in Paris last fall.
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San Jose Area Diary, 1954 (Excerpts)

[June 1954]

With Neal, First nite visiting S.F.:
The Geary Hotel-on the sideboard-ring, watch, glasses,
pack of trick cards, ashtray, Baghavad Gita, & postcard. After
sleeping with Neal.
I slept all afternoon, after 2, bewildered by the plenitude in
which I felt disappointed. Nausea, out into the cool, chilly almost,
nite for first walk down Theater bar Geary St. & chic looking S.F.
first impressions. [Kearney St. with AI Sublette later days.] 1
Turkish Baths S.F.: Jack's Polk Street
Ellis St. Baths Mason & Taylor on Ellis

X

X

X

X

[Notation for "In back of the real," Collected Poems, p. 113:]

Back of the real R. R. yard, S. Jose in view dim of the white
foothills beyond, in the foreground a factory with serried U for
roofs,-a flower on the hay on the asphalt-the dread hay flower
perhaps, a brittle tough black stem like a vine, a halo of brown
spikes like Jesus crown, several dozen, an inch long each, corolla
of yellowish dirty spikes, and soiled & dry in the center cottony
tufts sticking out like a dry dirty shaving brush that's been lying
under the garage for a year-yellow, yellow flower, and flower of
industry, tough spikey ugly flower-but it has the form of the great
yellow rose in its brain~ it's a flower none the less-so brittle on
the bench the wind keeps taking it away from me where I sit near
7

the shack in the sunlight writing, & rise up no more to run after it.
This is the flower of the world, ugly, dirty, worn brittle dry,
yellow-incredible manifestation of the li fespring of the bud.Thistles.

~

:t€

:t€

:t€

The house at 10-17 E. Santa Clara, San Jose, today.

August 1, 1954 San Jose California 1047 E Santa Clara St.-Neal
on the couch-divan in the living room on Sunday afternoon hand
raised before his eyes in the light before the French w indowholding a religious pamphlet.

~
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~

Notes on "The Green Automobile" tape2 :
The green automobile goes forth with the
speed of an idea
outside Time boldly.
To free imagination from contamination
of a mode of reality
Set myself at the wheelTo reride changeless vias of the past
& raise its memory above the vanishing
state
And the night and the diner
neon real light
and the complete failure
of all sensual dreams
of Colorado.
X

X

X

X

You make it hard for me
to communicate
the moments slip by
me, waiting as before
It seems for a second of
near to tears
a lifetime wastedturned to trash
chess, silence
metaphysics
Till I tum my thoughts
from my heart
To these vain
communications.
9

You are
lying on the couch
familiar incarnation
in the room
as before in my dreams
Where is your soul
for this time
is it lost, does it wander
some deserted street
or is it standing
under the light,
arm raised to speak,
fervid word
rising up from the breast
and choked upon the tongue?
No-you are not
there under the lighta sad anticipation
that must tum away
Unsatisfied from the
blue figure on the couch
But here is the moment,
before us now
moving in silence
beyond our desires.

X
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X

X

X

America3
I'll sing of America and Time,
for as I lay in my bed alone one night
I ruminated with my secret soul
in ancient rhetoric,
"Inspire me tonight with a dreamlike poem
foretelling in rapt naturalistic forms
the fate of this country I hide in
penniless and lovelorn waiting for the barren
doom of my own days:
Illuminate your tragic
wisdom, my darkest deepest countryman,
reveal in shorthand and symbolic images
the paradigm of fortune for United States;
witness the downfall and roar of daily life,
in riches and despair amid great machinery,
lacking miracle of heart, in habitude to the substantial
trashy world, its dreams and miseries of steel,
for all the natural fatness, universal toys
prayed for, granted and betrayed:
let the unknown,
unknowable, shapeless and foreboded future be once
limned clearly, particularized in thought and set
down solid for the eye to wonder and receive, so I can
salvage some remnant of the truth
of all society out of my solitary craze-"
Dark America! toward whom I close my eyes for prophecy,
and bend my speaking heart!
Betrayed! Betrayed!
X

X

X

X
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[Notes on conversation about Kerouac]

Neal & AllenN. ''Nothin' is nothin'" except every little thing that affects him.
Well Jack is really sort of a fool. The reason he always disliked me
is that I kept calling him on it. But the real trouble is you could
never make him believe that, i.e., he's always being misunderstood. Fundamentally because ...
There is always a black hair in tea, it's never any good unless
you find a hair in it.
A. I didn't realize that Jack's selfpity was so akin-so imitative-of Wolfe's which fucks up
Wolfe's books. Even to the very language of brooding, mysterious
swirls and red October afternoons.
N. No one feels as much as they do
they're alone.
A. Death of Father and end scene in
Sax is so naturally very true and full of feeling, where does he get
off being a fool?
N. But I don't think we've put the
finger on his foolishness. For one thing it comes to downright
eccentricity at times, bullheaded.
A. As Bill and you often complain,
[Jack says] "Oh don't bother I'll build a little gas jet through the
wall and get a hot plate."
N. He refuses to receive graciously.
What the hell do I care about his shyness? I'm afraid he's too old
now, too set in his ways. His only hope is to really convince himself that nothing is nothing. But I don't think he'll be capable of
doing that.
A. "It requires a great effort-"
N. Besides he's too smart. Deep
down he knows everybody loves him but he just can't accept it
because he knows that would put a demand on him so he acts surly
and he's a bor~just like me.
I can receive all day but I can't give back.
He knows he can't give back consistently so he
doesn't want to receive.
12

Well he really did in Denver there that time. (Start the
blankness.) Misunderstanding. I don't remember. What does Jack
need, that's the important thing. Nothing haw haw, after all
"nothing is nothing."
Well I don't know anybody could ever penetrate that lard
ass. Even if nothing is nothing it would still be quite a struggle.
I'm just wondering how many incarnations ago I was a
woman. Oh sure I've been a woman, all of us have been a woman.
Next lifetime, in 3 lifetimes I'll be a female whore. You've already
been a real queer. I want to beat the 97 times. 4
A. Then he (Mel) and Jack got into
a conspiracy against me; I've always found it hard to forgive of
Jack, though easy to Mel, since so much was expected of them
both, but with Mel the road was much more bitter.

X

X

X

X

[August 10]

Dream
Neal was in the room getting dressed rapidly, putting on
white shirt to go out to the racetrack-it was Saturday night-he
had spoken of the race--I came in his room-he was putting his
shirt on over his shorts-and fixing his collar in the obscurity. I
said "If you don't mind I would like to go with you to the auto race
tonight may I?" He looked at me impatiently and I expected him to
object and felt crushed and said again "I dido 't mean to displease
or bother you if you don't want me to come-It was just the question did you want me to ask, ought I come?''-he saw my hurt and
took me around and kissed me on the lips-I kissed him back and
then we put our arms around each other-1 began to relax and gave
way to my heart kissing and we sank down on the bed, and I felt
wave of feeling passing out of my lips from inside my heart and
stomach & solar plexus passing into him, shocks of waves of
13

feeling of love pain & pleasure which he felt, and pressed his lips
to me harder and more tender until I begin to moan, high feminine
like moans and small cries with the feeling passing out of me until
I suddenly broke awayCarolyn was coming into the door as I went to it foreboding
and her entrance frightened me so that I jumped and fell on the
slippery floor softly in my socks near the crib-We went out and I
lay down on the couch with her and she held my head and I
thought she was angry so explained about the door and she said
"And there was the Baby, Johnny in his crib didn't you think of
that?" I said no, I hadn't realized it was there-Neal had
disappeared-! was worried how I would tell her I was going to the
races with Neal-it would have meant too much intimacy between
us for her she would be angry and then I shuddered & woke1 was in my room in my own bed alone and I was relieved
that I was not in the situation of quarreling with her but unhappy to
lose the bliss of feeling, and realized I was dreaming still however,
and so lunged in spirit out of bed around the comer thru the door
floating thru the living room to the sun room where there was an
eerie frightening green light of ghosts in the air where I floated,
and I sat on the couch, becoming more frightened of the series of
dreams in which I was held captive unable to move my arms until
with a thick cry half groan half scream I moved my thighs and
woke finally to lay & ponder if I was awake, and realizing that I
was, I opened the light and wrote this down-glory to the moment
of loosing the small cries of love in Neal's arms kissing him,
memory of a moment of a dream in which I discover the truth of
feeling there in my soul waiting liberation-which will never
come.

X
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X

X

X

0 it is impossible
he's too hemmed in by
family and job to be free,
too occupied to be occupied.
I stare at his children
like a madman in a wardbewildered by my longlived ambition toward possession of his life. That is
painful but what sharpens
the pathos is the fact of his indifference to Carolyn too.
That kind of love of mine is a sickness-must be cured. I
can't stand it- too painful the dreams and then the daily longing
and obscene lonely nites I spend grieving and dreaming and
making love to shadows of bodies-Take thi s for the sincere
lament of a loves ick queer

3€

3€

3€

3€

Smitten by his human loftiness and pain-dragging himself
out to work in big shoes

3€

3€

3€

3€

I can't bear to think
what pleasure I' d embrace
if any these strong dreams
were enacted in this bed
15

with our naked bodies
meeting our naked souls
in actual passion
innocent of time
conceived in the mind,
born in the flesh
the sweetest tenderness
known to the living.

X

X

X

Better accept what is-this last vision of Neal
-and of myself as a crazy fantasist
of his perfections
-perfected to my own mad purposes,
Genius to my depraved body
and potential genius of my unthinkable
metaphysical IdeaThe spectacle of such love
half secret, half spoken
the whole written down
in the long ledger of the decadeabstract fragments,
fragments of dreams,
fragmentary physical descriptions
days' and nights'
wildness solitary or mutualLet us say I was inspired
with an honorable madness
16

X

"Divine frenzy" none the less divine,
yet none the less frenzied,
unredeemable
for our railroad wife reality.
Let's say, It's my idea of you
not you yourself
I love.
I get mixed up between
what I wish and know

X

X

X

X

You poor depraved maniac,
you'd run to Frisco and grab a nigger whore,
You'd get drunk on beer-yet
you're allergic to alcohol
And lick some 3 buck cunt in Tracy,
and vomit in the streets
You've taken on male dwarfs
and grey fat old mothers
in your hearse-like stationwagon
on Mission street
Your bed squeaks nightly
in the Stanley hotel,
& in brakeman's flops
everyone knows who's in cubicle 5 alone
You leave handkerchiefs
stained with the milky perfume
of your loins by my bedside,
all over the house
in your car, in hotels
over the peninsula
17

from Watsonville to Oaklandand go jerkin off in dreams
in the caboosespied on by old men
in black uniformsyou even! oh most utter misery
give your virgin body to-Oh Woman of abomination!
Your damned white dirty shrew's
hellfish mouths-1 write
this on the toilet seatthe images of this love
are true and sad
-yet visit my bed rarely...

X

X

X

X

Enlargement of
the drawing of
an eye which appears in the text
of the following
entry, at top left.
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[tiny illustration
of an eye here]

Juventius since 1946 we've
loved each other on Earth
And now it's 1954, I see
the turning of our lives
much like the pages
of an ancient book...

eye
on
reader
Eternity
exists
tn

a
moment
of
consciousness
a

wink
of
god

X

X

X

X

Abusive Poem
You lie around the house
all day naked under
a yellow bathrobe
jiggling yourself
into an idle fingered bardon
while we talk
humid cigarette and sweat
smell of late come
when I catch you in my room
alone, feigning sleepiness
I hope
19

someday you'll be able
to fuck yourself
and come to terms with love
crying in joyful absorption
or shudder and suffer
in the cold horror of rejection
I feel
when you're in my bed.
Not that tears and cocksucking
aren't sweet
Not that you haven't dragged me
into my room for your pleasure
-but you might as well put in
at least one sweet glance in secret
while I'm bending sightless in blind prayer
over your loins
to your god Priapus.

X

X

X

X

I'm not berating your abuse
of your own beauty
-God knows I'm forced to it myself
with a vengeance, inspired by your example-

X
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X

X

X

Translation-Catullus
Let's live, my Lesbia, let's love & value
rumors of senile severities not worth
pretty pennies to us. Suns set and suns rise
again, we with brief light rise only once then
set in earth our night is perpetual sleep. 5

21

1

This bracketed note is a later addition by A. G. to this passage.

2

This poem (Collected Poems 83-87), recorded on Cassady's tape machine which
A. G. was then using, will be issued in 1994 by Rhino Records, Los Angeles, in a fourC.D. compilation of Ginsberg's poems and songs 1948-1993.
3

One of several versions of this poem which was first written in the summer of 1954.
Not long after writing Howl, Ginsberg typed up the poem above, thinking to use it as a
proem to Howl, retitling it "Howl for Carl Solomon." It is under the latter title that a
manuscript of this poem is quoted from by James E. B. Breslin in From Modem to
Contemporary: American Poetry, 1945-1965, p. 96.
4

"Probably meaning to accelerate the progression of the hundred reincarnations
necessary for his purification/redemption according to some Edgar Cayce prophecy''A. G., May 25, 1993.

5

''Notes for translation of Catullus' V ('Vivamus, Mea Lesbia, atque armemus... ')
August 1954 re-assembled May 24, 1993"-AG.
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Gordon Ball
@Personal Introduction to
''Talking Continously''
Gordon Ball has edited three volwnes of Allen Ginsberg's prose, including the
Pulitzer Prize-nominated Allen Verbatim: Lectures on Poetry, Politics, and
Consciousness (McGraw Hill, 1974) and the forthcoming Journals Mid-Fifties
(HarperCollins, 1995). He is an award-winning filmmaker whose credits
include the silent home movie "Farm Dimy," shot over a period of years at
Ginsberg's Upstate New York farm. Since the late 1960s, Ball has taken hundreds of photographs of Beat authors. He has taught Literature of the Beat
Generation in Japan and Poland and is currently on the faculty at Virginia
Military Institute where he teaches a course on the Beats.
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Introduction to
"Talking Continuously"

O

VER a generation ago, living in Tokyo, age fifteen, I was told by a
classmate of a group of people on the coast of California who spent
their days painting and reading and writing poetry: they were called
"Beatniks." I came home from school that afternoon and told my mother about
them. "After all," I added, "what else is there to do?" "If you don't know," she
answered, leaving the room in tears, "I won't tell you."
So, word of the Beats had spread far and wide by the late 1950s-but
not everyone could talk about it. Why are we talking today? Four reasons come
to mind:
One: We ate doing so because the Beats were talking in the 1940s and
1950s. Unlike many others in their generation given to privacy and possession,
they demonstrated faith in this time-honored human interaction. Early in the
1950s, Kerouac wrote Ginsberg that their distinguishing feature was their
practice of honestly confessing to each other their deepest feelings. This
contrasted greatly with the dominant speech habits of the day, which included
denial, Cold War threats, censorship, and Un-American accusations, the
"whole boatload of insensitive bullshit'' that contributed to what Ginsberg
termed the "Syndrome of Shutdown."
In the academy, poems were studied primarily as flat black
configurations on white pages, perhaps not largely different from crossword
puzzles. They were rarely approached as living organisms transmitted from
generation to generation by human voice within human body, nor as a more or
less direct relation of personal experience, 1 nor as "men speaking to men." The
Eliotic legacy of impersonality, as appropriated by the New Criticism, was
worlds removed from what Diane di Prima's Memoirs ofa Beatnik tells us she
did after first encountering Howl:" ... we read Howl together, I read it aloud to
everyone" {127).
Two: the sense of generation was different from that in other recent
literary movements, for two reasons. The Beats' explorations of Buddhism,
with its focus on the suffering of all sentient beings, represented a shift from an
25

exclusively human-centered movement, as with, for example, the Lost
Generation. Their concern for ecology, in some cases directly related to
Buddhist investigations, also gave a greater than hwnan sense to the word.
Michael McClure first sounded this theme when he read "For the Death of 100
Whales" at the Six Gallery October 7, 1955; it's been sounded again almost
countless times, as in Gary Snyder's plea for the plants and grasses of the earth
as its most oppressed minorities.
Three: Though loosely considered a movement, the Beat Generation
was nourished by a quite eclectic drawing from sources outside itself as it was
nourished by differences within. Not a lock-step or homogenized party line
assemblage, it caught inspiration from jazz, and its West African origins; haiku
and Zen from Japan; the tea-cup precision and clarity of T.S. Eliot; the dense
and glittering symbolism of Rimbaud. In Chapel Hill 1975, Michael McClure
remarked how, as he and Ginsberg had recalled their moments together in the
mid-1950s, Ginsberg remained struck by their sympathy and support for each
other, McClure by their differences.
The "Desolation in the World" section of Kerouac' s Desolation Angels
portrays the unsettled relations between, on the one hand, the fictional McClure
and Duncan, and on the other, the fictional Kerouac, Ginsberg, Orlovsky and
Corso. Yet Michael Schwnacher, in his just-released Dharma Lion biography
of Ginsberg, argues that some of Ginsberg's finest love poems of the period
were written from the center of discord within the Cassady household in San
Jose 1954. Finally, to return to Buddhism, this generation of talkers included
those who valorized silence as well. As Ginsberg-one of the world's great
conversationalists-explained in "Why I Meditate": "I sit for world revolution"
(White Shroud 9).
Four: The Beats have distinguished themselves by the effects of their
works on hwnan society. Twenty five hundred years ago Plato worried about
the effect of poets upon his ideal philosopher's kingdom, but the Beats' Cold
War defiance and Whitmanic candor, an inspiration to East European youth,
may have contributed to the end of the Iron Curtain. It definitely dented our
own iron curtain of thought and behavior as it laid important ground for
enonnous and swift cultural changes that first became visible, but did not end
in, the 1960s. Nor were such changes restricted to America; they were, in fact
world-wide. In the film What Happened to Kerouac? Burroughs reflected on
Kerouac and ''the whole Beat movement . . . penetrating the Arab countries,
which were really hennetic societies."
At Kerouac's Lowell, Massachusetts, burial in October 1969, Ginsberg
said to Samuel Charters, "I think Jack imagined us all." Perhaps the same could
be said of all of us assembled here. Of course, Ginsberg himself has shown
considerable prophetic imagination; he saw early on the actuality of his "gang
of souls," when all were platonic conversationalists published only in heaven.
Nearly four decades ago he sensed the vast cultural and political shift, the
26

contest for the soul of America; thus he ransacked libraries of the past, made
bridges to earlier generations (when Howl came out, he sent a copy to Natalie
Barney in Paris), and carefully assembled and preserved early on his vast
litenuy-sociological archive of journals, correspondence, manuscripts,
photographs, books, faded yellow press clippings, and his own poetry. And
with its injunction to "stand up against governments, against God,"
("Cosmopolitan Greetings" 172) and to "Talk back to the Tyrants all they're
afraid of is your tongues," ("Capitol Air'' 745) this enormous and still-growing
assemblage constitutes a kind of"Planet News" that stays new.

1

Howl begins "I saw"; On the Road "I first met"; and Naked Lunch ("Deposition:
Testimony Concerning a Sickness") "I awoke." Obviously fiction-making is present in
each work, but we know more than enough biographically of each author to be aware
of the close relation between literature and life.

27
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Talking Continuously:
The Beats and Other
Generations
[1he following is a transcript ofa ~posium held at San Jose State University on
September 26, 1992, as part ofthe Major Authors Series of the campus s Center for
Literary Arts. Participants include Allen Ginsberg. Diane di Prima, Michael
McClure, Gordon Ball, and Michael Schumacher, all ofwhom have also contributed
work that appears elsewhere in this issue. Serving as moderator is SJSU English
professor and director ofthe Center for Literary Arts, Alan Soldoftky.]

Alan Soldofsky [Introducing the participants}: First is Gordon Ball. Gordon
Ball is a longtime associate of Allen Ginsberg's. He is the editor of three
editions of Allen's prose: Allen Verbatim: Lectures on Poetry, Politics, and
Consciousness, which was nominated for the 1974 Pulitzer, Journals Early
Fifties Early Sixties, and forthcoming next year, Journals Mid-Fifties.
Next to him is Allen Ginsberg. I think many of you know Allen for his
numerous works of poetry, beginning with Howl, and in 1974 the volume of
Collected Poems which received, along with Adrienne Rich, a National Book
Award. Allen has been given many awards, fellowships and honors, for which
he is greatly deserving, and I think an important one that he'd want you to
know is that in October, the ACLU will present him with the Roger M.
Baldwin Civil Liberties Award. One can say that, without Allen Ginsberg,
many of us would not be thinking the thoughts that we have in our heads right
now.
Next to him is Diane di Prima, who represents another New York-toSan Francisco connection in the generation that was once called the Beats. She
was born in Brooklyn. As the notes say in the program, she comes from a good
anarchist family. Before coming to the Bay Area and living in San Francisco,
she was an important writer in the founding of the Beat movement in New
York. She was a founder of the New York Poets' Theater and the Poets' Press,
and she helped publish the works of many new writers-they were new then-
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including Amiri Baraka, once known as LeRoi Jones, and she edited The
Floating Bear in the 1960s.
Next to her is Michael McClure. Michael McClure is a poet, playwright, organizer, performer, teacher ... it goes on and on. He's been performing recently, I'd say for the last three years, five years, with Ray
Manzerich, former keyboardist of The Doors. He has a new book of poems,
which I believe is obtainable in the lobby, called Rebel Liom, and he is also the
author of many plays, for which he has received numerous awards, including
the Obie. Again, as a member of the Beat Generation, as it was called, he was
present at, and helped organize with Allen Ginsberg, the legendary Six Gallery
reading in 1955 in San Francisco.
Last, at the end of the table, we have Michael Schumacher, who is the
author of the new critical biography of Allen Ginsberg entitled Dharma Lion,
just published by St. Martin's Press.
So, what we hope to do today with this group of distinguished speakers
is to be able to explore with you the periods, first, in the fifties leading up to the
reading at the Six Gallery in 1955 that time; and then, with you, with open
mikes in the hall, what's going on now....
I'm going to tum to Michael Schumacher, to begin our interrogation of
each other from the stage.
Michael Schumacher: I suppose one of the things I was initially interested in
was the spirit of rebellion for which the Beat Generation and later the HippieFlower Power-1960s group of writers and political activists were known for.
And in doing a study of some of the background of some of the Beat writers,
you notice that there was an anarchistic and bohemian tradition that flowered in
both New York and San Francisco throughout this centwy, and I think made
the evolution; it was friendly to the evolution of the Beat Generation. So for the
first question, I would like to hear from the three members here a little about
the background. I know that Allen and Diane had parents who were rather
radical in their political beliefs-they were anarchists; and I wonder if we
might hear from Michael also about how-in Kansas, a plains state, which is
traditionally a Republican state-how you were affected by the times. And
let's bring all this to San Francisco in the mid-1950s. Allen, if you would
begin.
Allen Ginsberg: My own background is my family, obviously. My mother
was, as far as I know, somewhat associated with the Communist Party in
Patterson. I never did get it quite straight, but she said that she was a secretary,
and she used to take me to meetings near River Street, near the Passaic River,
in an old brick building where there's a meeting hall upstairs (which is the sort
of place you go to now to hear poetry readings) where they'd have various
bigwigs from the party come and address the members on social issues. I don't
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remember the specific issues any longer, but I remember the food-garbanzos,
in little plates full of pepper for a nickel. That was the only time I'd ever eaten
that, so that was my big political initiation. But I remember the sense of grand
old men of the party coming along, "fighters for the people," for decades of
their life. And my brother Eugene was named after Eugene Debs, who was the
Socialist candidate for President during World War I, in prison for resisting the
war, denouncing the war. My father was a socialist, which is to say Norman
Thomas, who is the "grand old man" of the Socialist Party, a person that some
of you may have not heard of at all, a tall, silvery haired fellow, very
respectable, who, actually, later on, turned out to have gotten some money,
without knowing it, from the CIA, to continue his anti-Communist, proSocialist humanism. So my father was more humanistic, my mother more
fanatical, and I was caught between the two: party line and humanistic
socialism- and began to suspect both of being either too fanatical or too
mushy. And so-by the time I got to meet with Burroughs, who was a total
cynic about all politics, particularly about Communism, which he thought was
the worst of shit bureaucracy, or Kerouac, whose father was an old fashioned
American individualist who hated the "bureaucrats," especially Franklin
Delano Roosevelt, who was a shibboleth ideal in my family. I got quite
confused about politics and began thinking for myself, for the first time, who
was bullshitting and who wasn't and why was I such a wimp.

Michael McClure, Diane DiPrima, and Allen Ginsberg
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Because I immediately realized that listening to the extremism of my
mother and the cutting through the sophomoric stereotypes that I encountered
with Burroughs at the age of seventeen, just at the time when you begin (if you
are late, you know, a late bloomer, beginning to think for yourself for the first
time and individuating from your family), between Burrough's laconic
mockery of the entire political spec1rum and his proposition-by offering me
Oswald Spengler, The Decline of the West, which went contrary to any
socialist, liberal notion of progress, any Communist idea of thesis, antithesis,
and synthesis arriving ultimately at the workers' state with everybody free.
Spengler was just the opposite: it was the decline and decay of empire.
And this was at the time of the American empire, the American
Century, as advertised in the Luce magazines, Time and Lifo, and that was the
man of distinction in the advertisements for alcohol in the slick magazines. A
sort of CIA-looking guy with a really nice Brooks Brothers' suit, lifting a
cocktail glass, as if in the inner precincts of the library of the CIA headquarters
at Langley or the University Club in New York. The sort of typical American
citizen in this American Century.
Well, Burroughs cut through that immediately, and so did the reading:
Arthur Rimbaud, saying that science, progress, the world marches on: why
doesn't it tum around? That science, progress the new nobility, the world
marches on: why doesn't it tum around, why the fuck doesn't it tum around?
This was the tone of the first punk poet, 1870-71, a strain of rejection of the
hypocrisy or falsity or false idealism or the spiritual materialism of all western
society, a tone of punk rejection that really is a kind of key to the youth culture
which the succeeding waves began spreading· around the world with the
realization of high technology menace to the planet. So that by 1990 the
alchemist, artist, film-maker Hany Smith could say, "Science leads inevitably
to nuclear explosion or ecological degradation. Science is a lie." Which was
something, a notion that I'd gotten certainly from Burroughs, or Kerouac, who
had a more spiritual view of what our role was in existence: Burroughs to get
out of the body into space, Kerouac to achieve some king of angelic
compassion and pity for the samsaric suffering of the human race.
Those were totally unlike what I was brought up with, the philosophies I
had as a kid, as a political, liberal, humanistic family, so I had to really begin
examining what was going on. And I realized I was pretty stupid, and
sophomoric in my own views, so I began listening to what other people had to
say. And so basically I've been listening ever since and parroting their ideas,
whether I get information from Gary Snyder, or Michael McClure, or
Burroughs, or remember Gideon Trumpa' s suggestions, or the Tibetan Lama's.
So, I've finally become sort of a filter, trying to catch up with the avantgarde thinking of others. And the direction of that thinking seems to be at this
point that we may lose the planet in the next hundred years ·or so, or several
hundred years, not through explosion, or as T.S. Eliot said, ''Not with a bang
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but a whimper." Kind of gridlock rather than a big apocalypse. The accumulation of small tornadoes, traffic jams, Chemobyls, until the human realm
becomes increasingly difficult to live in.
So then, in the question, what is the role of the poet or even the Beat
poet or a Buddhist poet or any poet in a situation like this with, as Burroughs
portrayed many years ago, the sinking of the Titanic, so to speak. And the
conclusion rve been coming to seems to be that with art or with any human
intercourse, what was the original proposition out of Kerouac, or out of old
Buddha, or out of any sensible person, what can you do to make the situation
easier, and to limit or decrease or assuage the mass of sentient suffering that we
are all going through just in the ordinmy condition of being born in bodies that
we know are going to die sooner or later, and in this extraordinary condition of
bad food, bad air, bad water, bad fire, the apparent decline of planetary health,
as if the planet itself had AIDS, what can we do to live with that rather than just
die of it resentfully, and how can we treat each other better?
Now that was an old theme anyway, I think from way back in '45 with
Kerouac certainly, some idea of a new vision or new consciousness related to
compassion or related to basic friendliness, and what we did was find in literature, say Dostoevsky, Rirnbaud for Kerouac, Thomas Wolfe for Burroughs,
Celine-Louis-Ferdinand Celine-instances of intelligence and a kind of
grounded common sense and compassion in dealing with panic and fear and
paranoia, and so I guess we became specialists in that at a time when paranoia
was to be the dominant American mode, as it is now, whether through Cold
War, or race riots and insurrections in the streets, or police-state snoopiness
over drugs, or authoritarian bureaucracy over art. So the tone of things,
ultimately, has not much changed. Sort of like a search for some kind of social
arrangement or social relationship, and also a search for whatever feeling of
community or compassion that seems natural to the situation and natural to our
own natures. So, for me, that's sort of the key to what the Beat Generation
evolved through, or the theme which was evolved in the Beat Generation. I
don't know if that covers it.
Michael Schumacher: I promise to be a little more specific in my questions. It
was a beautiful answer.
Michael McClure: Kind of vague. [Laugm.]
Michael Schumacher: Diane, in your case you were of direct secondgeneration Italian descent here, and your parents were ...
Diane di Prima: No, my grandparents.
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Michael Schumacher: . . . your grandparents were anarchists. Could you
speak about that somewhat please?
Diane di Prima: Sure, I was born in New York and grew up in New York. My
mother's father was an anarchist from southern Italy, and he was also an
atheist, and for these reasons it was judicious for him to leave southern Italy,
and he migrated to New York, I think around the 1890s. I was very close to
him when I was a young child-our temperaments agreed with each other very
much. So I imbibed a lot of ideas from him, before I was even in school. When
I was seven years old, my parents decided he was a very bad influence on me,
so after I was seven I didn't see him privately. Before that I used to go stay with
my grandparents, and he would take me out in the middle of the night to Bronx
River Park, to anarchist rallies, where various old men were giving speeches,
including himself. And he would read to me from various writers, and tell me
very weird, surreal fables about the world, and read me Dante which, for some
reason-although Dante is so orderly-he managed to fit into his anarchist
scheme.
I remember that he spoke a lot when he gave speeches in the park about
the fact that the world was going to, we were all going to die very soon unless
we learned how to love each other. And I think one of the main things that I
picked up from this anarchist talk was the root of anarchism, the b3:5ic goodness
of everyone, that we don't need a lot of laws because, left to themselves,
people would be kind to each other. Left to themselves, without enormous
economic pressures and pressures of competitiveness, there would be a level of
accommodation that we could work out with each other.
So I grew up with this kind of basically optimistic point of view. Over
which was overlaid my parents who were first generation born here and very,
very, conservative and very paranoid. They were very worried about being
Italian during World War II and we were forbidden to speak Italian, my
siblings and I, because they didn't want us to be identified as that. So there was
this overlay of suspicion and paranoia that also taught me a fair bunch of stuff.
My father gave me Machiavelli to read when I was quite young and told me
that this was the only way I was going to understand history, to read
Machiavelli. I read and analyzed things like Mark Antony's speech in Julius
Caesar. When we were real little my father would say, ''watch how he
manipulates the crowd, this is how it's done." So, there was this underlying
sense that basically people were good. And on top of that, this sense that there
was a lot to watch out for. For me I think those two themes ran parallel to how I
saw the world when I entered it on my own. Also, I wanted to say that my
mother was named after Emma Goldman, who was a good friend of my
grandfather's, but she didn't tell me this till the late 1970s, because she was so
conservative herself. My grandfather was a close friend of, and wrote for a
newspaper of an important Italian anarchist named Carlo Trescha, who was
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gunned down, I think, in the 1940s, I'm not sure quite when, in New York. So
there was that kind of backgrmmd to my leaving home when I was eighteen and
being on my own. I entered the world with those two senses: that we were
really able to take care of each other and make room for each other and that
there was a whole lot to watch out for~ mainly the people in authority.
Michael Schumacher: Michael, I have to believe that you have had a little bit
different experience. I was born in Kansas and that is not exactly the hot-bed of
anarchism. In fact, it is probably known more for the Cany Nation sort of
mind-set and rigid follow-your-leaders attitudes. Which, I think, to a large
degree, prevails today. I wonder what your experience was and how you broke
through into this new way of thinking?
Michael McClure: Well you know, Michael, I was born in Kansas and I was
there for about the first five years of my life. One of the most significant parts
of my life, after that, from the age of about five till twelve was in Seattle,
Washington. Charles Olson, the great American poet, spoke of what's on the
east coast. He talked about his generation-he's older than us-going to the
end of the trolley line. The whole family would go to the end of the trolley line,
get off: walk half a mile, look up and they would be in "blueberry America," as
he called it. They would all go out and pick blueberries and have a picnic
where the forest, or the country, was at the edge of the city. Growing up in
Seattle, I grew up with my grandparents, and they were at the edge of Seattle,
and where the houses stopped, not far from where they lived was sort of where
the forest began. So, I had access to a lot of forest and beaches. I saw fog. I
really felt like I was in the world that you see in the mystical painter Morris
Graves-looking back, I mean, I realize that. A painter of animals and birds,
and beautiful Zhou Dynasty bronzes changing into things of spirit and birds.
There was a sense of that.
Also around that part of the world (that's where Gary Snyder comes
from too) there is a sense of the wobblies having been there. You may be a kid
and not know who the "wobblies" were, the Industrial Workers of the World,
but they were one of the first national, pro-human, pro-consciousness, deep:.set
anarchist workers' parties. There was also a sense of the yeomanliness. In those
days when you took down trees, there were still enough trees so that it seemed
to have a purpose. They picked berries, they went salmon fishing, they hiked a
lot, and they camped a lot. I was a kid and so I wasn't involved in that.
I lived with my grandparents and my grandfather was a doctor and he
was a great reader, so I grew up around a lot of books. I saw books of all kinds,
I saw books of poetry, I saw historical novels, I saw books of history, and I got
involved in them myself. I would go for walks with my grandfather and I would
go back, and I suppose I wanted to be like my grandfather, so I would listen to
the radio with him and he would say, "Remember this day, this is the day that
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Czechoslovakia was invaded." We'd be there sitting and listening to an old
Opal wooden radio. He'd say, "Today the Nazis invaded Czechoslovakia," and
I didn't know who the Nazis were or where Czechoslovakia was, but I found
out soon enough. He also said, "Today is the first day of World War Two,
remember this day."
Then, when I was twelve, I went with my parents back to Kansas. And I
had been writing things that I discovered later were poetry. Friends of mine, a
little older than me, in high school, read me poems by e. e. cummings, and I
remember the one that really caught my attention was the one that started:
"may I feel said he I (i'll squeal said she...." And I said, "Wow, poetry is
okay. I've got to go to the library." So I went to the library. There were a lot of
books around our house too, there were even books of poetry, but it was things
like Barrack Room Ballads by Kipling, and nonsense poetry by Lear. And
there was a lot of good poetry there too, funny poetry, stag verses I remember,
with the story in it of Rex the piddling pup, "and how he piddled on a
macrokeg, he piddled on the floor, and when the grocery kicked him out, he
piddle through the door." It goes on; it was this great long epic poem. [Laughs.}
So, I was reading that, and I was reading a huge amount. I remember I read the
While Goddess accidentally, because my mother thought it was an historical
novel. She had checked it out-she loved Robert Graves-so I read that, too. I
read Hercules, My Shipmate, and I, Claudius, and Claudius the God. I read
everything that went through the house.
Then friends read me that e. e. cummings poem and I went to the library
and I got e. e. cummings-this is Wichita, Kansas, and they had e. e.
cummings! I took it home and read it and thought, "This is extraordinarily
interesting, in itself, the games and the wordplay. What a beautiful thing this
is." And I took it back and I hunted around in that same area of the stacks-and
here was somebody named "Tseliot." [Laughs.] And I checked out "Tseliot''
and took it home, and I thought that was pretty interesting. And then I took
back "Tseliot'' and there was somebody named Ezra Pound, in that section, too.
It was a remarkable poetry section. Later they even had one of the first editions
of Call Me Ishmael, by Charles Olson, which I also read when I was in high
school, not even knowing who Charles Olson was till many years later.
What I am getting to is that I went into this world of poetry just one
book after another, like Pound led to Patchen-! guess they are near each other
on the shelf-and Patchen led to William Carlos Williams because he was near
Patchen on the shelf. I was devouring this, and then someone said there was
this thing called the Partisan Review. Which was in those days a radical
magazine, or was considered so in Kansas at least, maybe not in New York
City. But, it was a radical magazine. I got my hands on a copy then and said,
"Wow, Bearsville, New York-there are anarchists in Bearsville, New York."
So I would start to send away for subscriptions to anarchist magazines and my
step-father stopped that. I was still pretty young.
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Then I read in Life magazine that there was this painter-here I was,
still pretty young, I wasn't seventeen yet, maybe I was fifteen or sixteen-this
painter Jackson Polloc~ and look what he does! Wow! There was another
world out there. I'd seen Seattle, I'd grown up in Seattle, that was glorious and
beautiful so I ran away to New York to see what that was like. I thought they
were going to be dancing in the rain like a Gene Kelly movie or something.
So, I went back and then I went to Arizona for a while. I'd left home. I
went to the university there and then I came out to San Francisco. My major
interest was poetry; I considered myself a poet. By this time I was twenty. My
first night there was in City Lights on New Year's eve, I think it was 1954. I
went to City Lights and I thought this was pretty okay. I wanted to study
abstract expressionist painting from Clifford Still and Mark Rothko because I
thought they were in San Francisco, but they weren't. The catalog from the Art
Institute that I had read was a couple of years old and they had gone.
I ended up at San Francisco State University, and there I fell into the
first writing poetry workshop taught by a man named Robert Duncan. Great
American poet, Robert Duncan. I was becoming friends with Robert and also a
young surrealist poet named Phillip Lamantia. And we were talking about
Anton Artaud and he introduced me to Kenneth Rexroth. I began to understand
that there were anarchists around. I met people who just a few years ago had
been members of the anarchists' circle groups. Then, because I seemed to have
some kind of fire in my eye, or something, I was invited to the party-I was a
young poet-for W.H. Auden. There was a poetry reading series that had just
begun at San Francisco State, where I was going to college. I thought, "Wow,
this is interesting, I'll meet W.H. Auden, the great English poet." And who did
I meet there-that was in early 1955? I met the other wallflower at the partyAllen Ginsberg. [Ginsberg laughs.]
Allen and I started talking to each other and he told me about a friend of
his named Jack Kerouac. We got together a few times after that, and Allen
would show me parts of Jack's letters and showed me parts of a great epic
religious poem that Jack was writing, called Mexico City Blues. Out of that
friendship-and out of the fact that I had earlier been in a play at the Six
Gallery, a play by Robert Duncan-the poetry reading came about at the Six
Gallery in October, 1955. Allen first read Howl that night. I met Gary Snyder
that night, I met Philip Whalen that night. Phillip Lamantia read the poems of
John Hoffinan that night, a prose-poet who had recently died in Mexico. I read
my poems for the first time that night. And the master of ceremonies was the
great anarchist philosopher Kenneth Rexroth. So that brings you up to 1955.
Allen was talking about being kind to oneself. Before things get going
too thick here I want to read a poem I wrote for Allen. Allen has a wonderful
poem called "Who Be Kind To?" and it continues, "Be kind to yourself." And
it is one of those lines I can't get out of my mind; every once in a while I'll get
up in the morning and say, "who be kind to, be kind to yourself." And, I'll be
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sitting there writing in my journal, and I'll think, I'm being too hard on myself.
"Who be kind to, be kind to yourself." It kind of just came out a Ginsberg
variation. Sort of like a Goldberg variation, I suppose-a Ginsberg variation.
The first two lines are Allen's and the rest are a spontaneous piece I wrote in
my journal while I was thinking of it.
Who be kind to?
Be kind to yourself.
You are the darkness and the elt:
And the chunk of meat with dirty toes.
You are the snowman in the abominable snows.
You are the swirl atthe universe's center.
Don't forget to smile before you enter.
You are the tooth of old times.
You are the master of forgotten crimes.
Love yourself.
Love me too·.
It doesn't matter if the sky is pink or blue.
Everything's on fire but it's burning in the ice.
You '11 feast on roses, roses, souls and rice.
Who be kind to?
Be kind to yourself.
Who be kind to?
Be kind to yourself.
Michael Schumacher: We are going to make a transition now from the pre-Six
Gallety period to the explosion of the coming together of the many parts of the
community that became known eventually by the phrase-that was first used, I
believe, by Theodore Rozak, the sociologist and critic-the "counterculture."
We go to Gordon Ball next.
Gordon Ball: Michael, I was going to ask you about everything from
Freewheelin' Frank to Bob Dylan, but maybe you need a break at this point.
Michael McClure: Yeah, I'll pass; but I'd be glad to answer either question.
Gordon Ball: There's a prophetic passage, that I'm sure many of you know, in
Dharma Bums, where Gaty Snyder says, "I envision a whole rucksack
generation making old men and young women glad," something along those
lines; it goes on. What he does is foresee the generation to come in the 1960s
vety accurately. I was wondering, Diane, when did you sense-I know in
Memoirs ofa Beatnik you write about that maybe there were fifty of us in New
York, maybe a hundred altogether across the country, something like that-you
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had a sense of being very specialized and isolated and unto yourselves at a
certain point. And I wondered, when did you sense that, golly, this is going to
happen, this could happen all over the place? When did your vision of the
future, or the present, correspond to what Snyder predicts in Dharma Bums?
Diane di Prima: Well, we were very specialized in the '50s. I left college in
'53 and in New York City there were maybe fifty people that I made the
acquaintance of over five or six or maybe four years of intensely making
acquaintances everywhere I could go who really had some sense of change in
the arts---change in how we wanted to express ourselves, who wanted to really
get down to how we sounded, talking, like you were talking about. The '60s I
think are another story. The '60s are partly a phenomenon that we have to
credit in part to psychedelics, no matter how many wars they make on drugs,
aside from the point. In the '50s there was that sense-especially till around
'55 or '5~that there were very few of us, that we'd better watch out, we'd
better not talk too much to anyone outside a group of people we had tried and
tested. I mean, I was eighteen when the FBI came to my door for the first time
looking for a friend of mine, who happened to be Yugoslavian and was left in
the country without papers, and was also only eighteen. That was a period
when we were very intensely aware of things like the Rosenberg trial. Things
like Will Elmright dying in prison in '57. This was a period where you shut up
and watched out-in New York, anyway. I think guys on the west coast had a
little more space. We didn't have much space.
I think one of the main things that happened, I know one of the main
things that happened, that brought together people in New York that hadn't met
each other before, was the publication of "Howl," and Allen and his friends
coming through. I had a very close group, very intense artist friends and
musicians, painters, dancers, a few writers, not many writers-I didn't know
many writers, before that. When Allen and his friends came through-you
were on your way to Burrough's in Morocco in '57? [She looks at Ginsberg.]
Allen Ginsberg: Yeah.
Diane di Prima: Yes, everyone sort of came out of the woodwork and met
each other. It was like Allen's talent for refusing to remain paranoid: he may
get paranoid, but he doesn't stay in that place. [Laughs.} Sort of like, "Come
on out guys. It's okay. You can say hello to each other now." And that was the
beginning of a more active phase in New York. But I think there was still the
sense of it being small and special, being a few hundred people. At that point
small press stuff started. I self-published my first book, This Kind ofBird Flies
Backward in '58. There started to be more activity; LeRoi Jones started Totem
Press in '59. Other things like that started, but I think the sense of a vast
nwnber of people catching on to this, the sense that there is more possibility to
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hwnan life than what we' ve been told about, didn't really come for me, and
that there were going to be many people catching on to it, till the '60s. In 196162 it began to be more apparent. By '64 it was all over the place. In the '50s it
tended still to be just a few of us reading each other, paying attention to each
other, going to each other's music et cetera. That was the feeling- the feeling
that 1 had anyway at that point.

Michael Schumacher, Michael McClure, Diane di Prima, and Allen Ginsberg
Michael Schumacher: Allen, I'd like to expand that just a little bit. You have
been seen as a sort of international cultural ambassador and you certainly were
traveling a lot by the mid 1960s. The beautiful poem that Michael just read is
an extension of a poem which you wrote specifically to read in a big poetry
gathering in London at t11e Royal Albert Hall. You were seeing this happen on
a larger scale. You and a number of other people were largely responsible for
organizing the group that was known as tlle Beat Generation here. But then
when you traveled abroad and saw what was happening as people lined up
listening to the BeatJes and the mania that was crossing tlle ocean, and it was
international, you saw what was happening witJ1 Bob Dylan, witll poetry
bursting fortl1 internationally. I wonder if you could talk about how tlle Beat
Generation ideas evolved into dtis sort of international- what was hoped to
be- an international brod1erhood and sisterhood?
Allen Ginsberg: I spent some time in tlle early 1960s in Latin America: in
Chile, Bolivia and Peru. On a literary level what I found was the writing tllat
had evolved through Pound and Williams. Pound was familiar in Latin
America, tlle intelligentsia knew him, but not so much Williams, and the notion
of writing in the vernacular language, the American idiom which Williams had
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proposed-that is to say, reclaiming your own consciousness and writing out of
your own experience and using your own mouth and talking to your own
mother, and talking out of your own real nature-that still hadn't come to
fiuition in Latin American poetry. There was still a kind of bombastic
Romanticism, or a political oratory that you get out ofNeruda, who was a great
poet. But the intimate, personal candor that you have in Williams or developed
later on in John Wieners or others, like Robert Duncan, or Creeley's quite
subjective mode, much less Kerouac 's romantic, subjective, family-home, inner
perception-epiphany prose. That wasn't a development, as far as I could see,
that had taken in Latin America. So I began talking a great deal then with
Nicaiior Parra, who was at that point an ideological Maoist and so still
dominated by large scale hyper-rationalistic thinking. He still hadn't gotten out
of the linear mode into some maybe more ample alteration of consciousness
toward the personal, toward the inter-personal. It was kind of interesting trying
to introduce the American heritage as seen from Whitman, whom they knew,
through Williams, whom they had heard of but didn't know, through Kerouac
and the Beat writers that featured psychedelics, spontaneity, sexual liberation,
open gay-babble, eros in the tradition of Burroughs or Heruy Miller or Jean
Genet by then. That was like a whole world newly opening in Latin America,
too.
By the time it had ripened a little bit and had gotten through to
Czechoslovakia, Russia, Poland, and Cuba, in 1965-because those societies
were suffering so much authoritarian repression, in terms of sexual writing, like
Miller's ban; even Kafka was banned in Prague at that time because it satirized
the communist bureaucracy. Jean Genet, or Miller, or Burroughs, or Kerouac,
or my own, was sort of secretly popular among the intelligentsia, including
Havel, who was a young student hanging around the Kaffe Viola, which had
poetry readings of Corso and Ferlinghetti and myself. The younger people were
responding to what they heard of rumored as Beat Generation and all the
historical stuff that went with it; whether drugs, or cocksucking, free verse,
non-authoritarian thinking, non-linear thinking above all. Or, as I once heard it
said, "making love with your eyes open," instead of closed eyes missionary
position. A sort of heterosexual elan also. It was not just exclusively gay-lib,
rather men's-lib and women's-lib, ultimately. So just liberation was the whole
point. So it begins in a sense with spiritual liberation and then gets applied to
specific social conditions; whether gay liberation, black liberation, women's
lib, and liberation of the ''word" above all.
In between 1958 and 1962, there were a series of legal trials in America
that legalized, finally, Heruy Miller, and D. H. Lawrence's Lady Chatterly's
Lover, and Jean Genet's Our Lady of the Flowers, and Thieves' Journal, and
Fanny Hill; various erotic books, like Frank Harris's autobiography. The back
of censorship had been broken in America, in literature, and that had
reverberations all over the world. So Kerouac was beginning to be widely read,
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even in China Chinese poets told me in 1984 that from '58 on through the
early '60s they were following what was going on in San Francisco and reading
Gary Snyder and some of Kerouac and myself and that someone had got a copy
of Evergreen Review in the foreign language section of Shanghai. That was
news to them and they were really interested until there was a crackdown about
'68 and after that no one could get any more information. All foreign influence
was banned as spiritual corruption. It was sort of a Jesse Helms attitude that the
Maoists took way back then-and that was what the cultural revolution was
about actually. So, my own activity then was actually bringing books and
magazines through to Czechoslovakia and talking about my own poetry and the
poetry of the San Francisco group and using that as a kind of literary wedge, or
ax, to get into other people's skulls.
The theme was again widening the area of consciousness or new
consciousness, or some kind of new planetaty vision. Of course by then Gaiy
Snyder's theories and experience and writing had been pretty much exfoliated.
McClure had gone on to many phases of exploration in his biological,
ecological preoccupations. And Kerouac had gone through drunkenness and
disillusion. So there was a whole phalanx of American poets and I was like a
traveling salesman bringing new wares, and so there was some resentment of
this invasion of American culture, too: American imperialism in another form;
hippie-beatnik imperialism [laughs} bringing American culture to drown out
the traditional Yiddish culture, or indigenous Bavarian-German yodeling
[laughs], and replace it with what, rock-and-roll and rhythm-and-blues? But,
on the other hand, it was as a universal acknowledgment of blues and black
spirit, and in a way what was coming through the Beat poets was the AfricanAmerican vibrations, African-American rhythm, African-American attitudes of
under class dealing with the slave master whether it was Stalin or Wall Street.
Michael Schumacher: Not always, though, were these efforts appreciated. All
three of you had rather harrowing experiences, I guess you would say, with
censors. I would like to discuss that issue because it is something that continues
right through this day. So let's start with you Michael.
Michael McClure: That was coming to my mind, because while Allen was
talking I was thinking, boy, how integral the censorship issue is to this, it's as
integral in the human universe as the disappearance of nature is in the real
universe. Let's see, I wrote a play called The Beard, which is a confrontation of
a meeting between Billy the Kid and Jean Harlow in a blue velvet eternity. It
has quite a sexual ending, I will admit, and the language went beyond anything
that anybody had heard in a play at the time, but I believe the language was
divine. I believed this play was a nature poem when I wrote it. It ended up
being produced, and it was done one night and the theater that did it by
accident-it was one of the major theaters in San Francisco-tried to pretend it
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didn't really happen. Wow, it didn't really happen, man! So they got us out of
there and then Bill Graham said, "Come on over to the Fillmore Auditoriwn
and do it."
So we went over to the Fillmore Auditorium and we did this two-part
character play about Billy the Kid and Jean Harlow. And by the way, the
reason I thought the play was busted was because-it was busted so many
times afterward it would take quite a while to tell you about it-was because
the play stated the idea that everything is divine and this was taking place
during the Vietnamese War, and I don't think that the people who believed in
the war wanted to believe that everything was divine. Because you can't
napalm little girls running down the street in a divine universe, maybe, or
maybe it feels awkward.
Anyway Bill Graham said to come on over to the Fillmore Auditorium
and do it, and we got a light show by Tony Martin, who was just a great light
show guy. So the whole wall of the Fillmore Auditorium was a huge light show
with Tony Martin. And Billy the Kid and Jean Harlow were standing up there
doing their parts with hand-held microphones. It was visionmy, truly beautiful.
We were scheduled to do two nights and at the end of the first night Bill went
to the guy who was playing Billy the Kid and said he can't do it again. We
said, "Huh? We're scheduled for two nights." And he said, "The cops told me
that if we did it a second time they'll close down the Fillmore." So, okay,
nobody wanted the Filhnore closed down. It was still pretty new and it was
where we went to dance and had tribal stomps and things like that. And we
certainly didn't want that to happen to Bill. So the guy playing Billy the Kid
was a real hustler and he got us on at The Committee, when they were closed
on Monday night; they were dark on Monday night. The Committee was a
spontaneous improv theater group with some pretty wonderful people who
came out of it like Wavy Gravy, who in those days was known as Hugh
RoWtdknee and was a stand-up comedian a Ia Mort Saul and Lenny Bruce. But
they were dark on Mondays, so we did it over there on Mondays.
We got a nice audience in the end, until a cop in a trench coat-really,
literally a trench coat, with a camera, literally under his trench coat-jumped
up and there was this clatter from the old 16 mm camera filming the end of the
play. They arrested Billy and Jean, the people who played Billy and Jean. We
went through a lot of things about that. We waited, oh no ... wait. They were
charged and we decided we didn't care anyway; that was it. So we went over to
Berkeley. But the guy playing the Kid made a mistake and he put us in this
Board-of-Education auditorium-the Florence Schwimley Auditorium. I said,
"Richie I think you've made a mistake. I have a letter here from the Sheriff and
the Chief of Police and they're going to really go after us that night." So we
invited evecybody we could think of, from Alan Watts to Mark Scharer, the
William Blake scholar, and we had them all sitting in the first row and they
didn't arrest Billy and Jean that night, but they did the next day. Anyway, this
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started it off. We didn't perform again for a year and the ACLU, thank you
Allen, the ACLU cleared us finally and so we could do the play again. We
went to New York and it won Opie's....
Alan Soldofsky: What year was this?
Michael McClure: This is like '60. By the time we went through all the trials
we were getting up to '66 or '67. And then in Los Angeles when we went there
it was arrested nineteen days in a row by the police. A radicalized millionaire
put up $8,000 bail for the actor and actress every night. [Audience laughs.)
And we won that, too. I mean, these are long stories and I've already gone too
far in that story. What I want to go back to is the integral connection between
not only the disappearance of nature, which is a theme we might not even get to
today, but censorship also. Which is maybe a hiding of nature, now that I think
about it.
And there I was. We had just been busted with the play. I'd come back
from New York and we'd moved into the Haight-Ashbery district, which is
mainly elderly couples, and Filipino couples and old Russian families. But the
neighborhood is beginning to look different; it's beginning to change. We've
been there about six months to a year and a local newspaper called The Oracle
wants to write an article on me because of my "bust" in the play. They did a
very favorable article, printed letters by Norman Mailer and Robert Creeley
and stuff. This was the issue right before The Oracle went totally psychedelic;
it had been just leaning psychedelic. If you don't happen to know what The
Oracle was, it was the big psychedelic, hippie newspaper. So there I was living
four blocks from the editorial offices of The Oracle newspaper and this guy
across the street from me is named Country Joe and he's got a picture ofHuey
Newton in his window and we're getting to be friends. Down the street, when
I'm walking back from this crazy shop down on Haight Street called The
Psychedelic Shop {hums], I hear strange music coming out of a house just a
few doors down from me. One of the musicians walks out and he's got hair
down to his shoulders-and mine was pretty long-anyway, he had me beat!
[Laughs.] And I said, "What are you?" and he said, "Charlatans, man,
charlatans." So, that's where the charlatan was.
Anyway the whole Haight-Ashbery happened sort of around me, but my
first connection with it, aside from it just being my neighborhood, was The
Oracle coming to me about that censorship arrest.
Michael Schumacher: Thank you, Michael. Diane, you and Amiri Baraka
produced a very important magazine/newsletter that also ran into a lot of
problems. I wonder if you could just detail the nature of that problem, and can
you tell us if after all this time we're doing any better?
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Diane di Prima: I doubt it. I really don't think so. I wanted to start a little bit
by talking about how censorship was in my life, in terms of my being vety
aware of it, even before the newsletter, which by the way was called The
Floating Bear, but I'll get to that in a minute. I worked for the Phoenix
Bookstore, back in the '50s when it was run by a man called Lany Wallrick,
who now lives up in Canada. And, part of what the Phoenix Bookstore did was
it got the books of modem writers into the hands of people....
Among the other writers that people were eager to read were Jean Genet
and Henty Miller. And at the point I was working for the Phoenix-which was
like '57-'61-around that time, these people were still illegal in the United
States of America. It's important to remember that now because we tend to
forget it so fast. When we got a shipment of Henty Miller books, which were
printed by Olympia Press in Paris, which was a pornographic house-a
pornographic house was the only place that would print them--or Jean Genet's
books: they would come to us from Turkey because customs wasn't looking for
pornographic books from Turkey and my friend, Lany Wallrick, who ran the
Phoenix Bookstore, had a friend in Turkey who for some reason-l'm not quite
sure whether he was a minister or what-had a rubber stamp for a Presbyterian
Church in Turkey, and they were always labeled as the ashes of some deceased
person. So, we got lots of Turkish-American ashes. But that was how we got
these books.
The Phoenix Bookstore was a great big part of my education. We also
hid Alex Trocchi there when he was leaving the country with drug charges
against him. So there were a lot of things going on; the first Amiri Baraka
political posters got printed there, a lot of things were going on. But one thing
that was going on was, I became intensely aware that this material-which was
innocent to me in its basic nature-was not only very important, but
extraordinarily innocent. Jean Genet, to me, has a freshness of vision that is
completely innocent, completely beautiful, it was stuff I had to keep in the
bottom drawer of the desk and could only give to customers we knew. I had to
pick it up at the post office and hope nobody was going to be there to meet me.
So, that was the '50s, too.
Then in 1961, together with Amiri Baraka, who was then called LeRoi
Jones, I started a newsletter called The Floating Bear, which was the name, if
anyone remembers, of a boat in Winnie-the-Pooh, a boat made of an umbrella.
And we picked that name because sometimes it was a boat, and sometimes it
was an accident, because the floating umbrella would sometimes tip over and
Roi and I thought that sometimes this would be a newsletter and sometimes it
will be an accident.
At that time we got about eight issues out doing them one evety two
weeks. So, four months had gone by and we were in our fifth month and at first
we printed 250 copies. By the time the Bear ended we were printing 1,500; I
was doing 1,500 because Roi had dropped out by then. At first we went
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through two address books and gathered up 117 names of writers, painters,
musicians, philosophers, choreographers-people we thought would be
interested-and we mailed this thing to them free. We were mimeographing it
in the back of the Phoenix Bookstore on the state-of-art printing machine of the
moment, which was a Gestetner Mimeograph, and that's what we were using.
So by the ninth issue, which as I said was at the beginning of the fifth month
into this thing, we printed two pieces in one issue, one-there were other things
in this issue-one was a part of LeRoi's prose book The System of Dante's
Hell, which he was in the middle of writing right then. The part we printed he
had written as if it were a play and it involves a homosexual scene, a
homosexual love scene in the Anny. In the same issue there was a piece by
Burroughs about Roosevelt, a very obscene piece, about Roosevelt and the
Supreme Court and involving a Supreme Court that was, I believe, all gorillas?
Allen Ginsberg: Baboons, I think they were.
Diane di Prima: Baboons, I'm sony. It's been years since I read the thing. And
what went on between these baboons and Roosevelt was also very obscene.
Now this was probably just fine with all 117 on our list, or 130 by that time.
But one of the recipients of The Floating Bear by this time was a man called
Harold Carrington, who was a black poet in prison in New Jersey-I think it
was Rowan, New Jersey. When we blithely mailed out all the copies, the
warden, of course, read his copy before giving it to him. And guess what?
Harold dido 't get his copy. Instead we got a visit from the FBI and we were
both arrested. They arrived at LeRoi's house very early in the morning. His
wife, unfortunately, let them in and they took away the mailing lists for the
Bear. They took away all the papers they could find and they brought him and
them down to prison. I got a call from the wife, from Heddy, saying, "Don't
open your door." So I didn't open my door and meanwhile I contacted LeRoi's
lawyer and got my upstairs neighbor down through the fire escape-so that we
dido 't have to go through the front door, which people were banging on-to
stay with my daughter, who was four and to explain to her that some very
stupid men dido 't understand something your mom had published. And we
were going to go down and explain it to them and we'd be right back.
[Laugm.] This never came to trial. LeRoi asked for a grand jury hearing and as
far as what I could understand from what he told me, he read them Ulysses for
two days and explained that once this too had been considered obscene and
they dismissed the charges. But, it took several months, many months during
which time I wasn't very comfortable getting busted at that particular point
because I was a couple of months pregnant with LeRoi 's child and I remember
I was morning-sick and it was a really unpleasant situation, though not terribly
difficult in the long run. It luckily took only a few months.
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The second thing that happened was maybe two years later. I also ran a
theater called the New York Poets' Theater. We had plays on the weekends
and during the week we had an experimental movie night, we had an
experimental music night, dance, and so on. The movie night, Jonas Mekas and
his group called the Cinematechs would come in; and one night we were
showing Jean Genet's movie, Un chant d'Amour- "The Song of Love" which was about homosexual relations among men in prison and a very, very,
beautiful movie. And guess what? We all got busted. The landlady came to
testify against us and she claimed that there were cum stains all over the curtain
from the people in the front row who had been watching this movie. [Audience
laughs.} Again, this one took about a year, there was a trial and a very
wonderful civil rights lawyer named Michael Standard took this case on as a
pro-bono case. Again, it was eventually thrown out. Those were the more
outstanding moments of that kind of thing in the days of the '60s for me. I
guess I'll stop there.

Michael McClure, Diane di Prima, Allen Ginsberg, and Gordon Ball
Michael Schumacher: ln the 1960s, Allen, there was a lot of talk about the
widening of consciousness from the drug standpoint, and you've written and
spoken extensively about it, but one of the areas that I think has only been
addressed marginally has been how the spiritual, the non-drug aspects of
expanding your consciousness from within has been highly influential all the
way through, from Kerouac's early studies of Buddh ism, to all three of your
interests in Buddhism and spiritualism today. Could you perhaps talk a little bit
about how that evolved, especial ly into the late '60s where there was less
damage being done by drugs, perhaps, as a result of people who were going
through Buddhism and other spiritual studies.
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Allen Ginsberg: It's an interesting subject but, you know, it's four o'clock and
you folks out there haven't had a chance to talk and I'm not sure we're even
talking, jiving in our conversation, about anything you're interested in. So, I'll
answer it very briefly, in a few sentences, and then maybe we could open
things up a little bit.
Just to make a long story short: I think Keroauc, Burroughs, myseU: I
don't know who, well I know Gary Snyder had had some kind of psychedelic
experience without drugs, or some kind of visionary experience, or expansion
of consciousness, or native moment, or spot of time, or epiphany, or religious
experience, or vastation, or oceanic sensation, or glimpse of nature, or orgasmic
moment of Ahhh! [audience laughs] at one time or other in our lives, just as
everybody else has. I'm sure you yourselves have had some moment without
drugs where you've recognized the universe is larger than your skull. In fact,
how many here recognize what we're talking about? OK, and how many have
not had any such vastation? Well, enough people so that one doesn't have to go
into it in such great detail. So, I think everybody has such an experience and
everybody has always had that since we became interested in the nature of
consciousness, the texture of consciousness. Because we became interested in
new vision or new consciousness, we noticed it and we wrote about it, and we
made a big deal about it and brought it to the front burner, so to speak, or
activity, or literary proclamation rather than staying in the closet thinking it was
an eccentric, odd moment of slight neurotic madness that we might be treated
by a psychiatrist to relieve ourselves of the notion that we were Jesus Christ.
[Audience Laughs.] Or something, or that we had seen God, or that the
universe of eternity was available, or something. So, by 1960, such experiences
were available, in a sense, at the drop of a pill, or the chewing of a peyote
button, or a mushrooom. And so I think that catalyzed an enormous change of
consciousness in the sense of not only making such vast mind experiences
available, but also re-inforcing the realization that they were natural. Or that
there were natural experiences of a similar nature. In, I think, the expansion of
awareness which began then to demystify many of the stereotyped notions of
reality: the authority of the Pentagon, the authority of politics, the authority of
"society." The overwhelming of individual perception by the state or by media
or by mechano-culture-by the mid '60s it was apparent that such modality of
mind would cause disruption to the capitalist and communist systems-which
is based on heavy linear chains of rationalistic thought. And so governments
began taking repressive means to put an end to that. However there was an out
through meditation, through which you can get some sense of vastness. In fact,
the whole point of Buddhist theory is that everything is vast space including the
inside of our skulls. Though everything looks solid enough in fact everything is
floating in the floating world. So that's it, basically, in a nutshell.
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Alan Soldofsky: Well, I think we're getting a sense of the excitement and also
the kind of almost terrifying experiences with authority that were occurring.
Diane said something that I think Gordon wantS to pick up on. It's kind of
curious that we're talking about this now, at this juncture, when all these things
are happening to us because of the intervention of authority. As we know, the
National Endowment for the Arts seems to be in some jeopardy and has been
for a while, and there are all kinds of others at local and state levels.
Intervention of authority, interfering with life and free expression. So, Gordon
you were gonna ask?
Gordon Ball: Diane had said earlier, in discussing her own problems with
censorship, that that kind of intrusion today is no better; and if so (and indeed it
would certainly seem to be so), I do agree with Allen, how can we take heart
Diane?
Diane di Prima: How can we take heart? I want to remind everyone that right
now, this minute, we can't hear Howl on the radio, by the way, and this is very
silly, this is extraordinarily silly.
Allen Ginsberg: After 10:00 pm you can.
Diane di Prima: After 10:00 pm you can hear it all? Oh Good! {Laughs.]
Well, about the things like the NEA: I think we have to put those things in
some perspective. For me it's been wonderful and helpful that there has been
money for the arts but, you know, we have the technology-we have a million
computers and maybe only 100,000 printers, but we still can get out what we
please as fast as we want it and it will take a long time to catch up with all of
us. The place to take heart is in the creative act, not so much in anything else,
and then remembering that as long as we are decentralized. . . . See, at heart I
am still an anarchist. It's very hard to make sense of what is going on for the
folks who think in terms of organization. We can take heart also because we
started with a few hundred people and then a few thousand; and as Burroughs
pointed out a few years ago, this is now a world revolution. It's the first really
world revolution that's occurred in history, at least since the ice age. You
know, we don't know about world revolution past about 500,000 BC. But
recently, this is like the first world revolution that we've had.
And, so there's really nothing to wony about; it's just how do we go
around it, instead of constantly struggling with it or confront it. When I started
printing books there was no money from any of those organizations; there was
no NEA. You simply found a way to do it. I got a typewriter for two weeks, an
Executive typewriter-which was the fancy machine of the day-by telling
IBM I was thinking of buying one but wasn't sure I could run it, and they lent it
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to me to see if I could run it. So, I typed up my camera copy and gave it back to
them.
Creativity extends beyond the actual artifact of the poem or painting
into the means of how we do it. Let's start guerilla galleries. Open a gallery in a
store front for four months and disappear again. Show all your mends. It's very
simple. The way we get it complicated is when we try to think in the same
terms as the censors, et cetera, who are thinking in very big and very organized
terms, it seems to me. I don't know if that's an answer? {Audience applauds.)
Gordon Ball: Michael, do you have some thoughts on the same subject?
Michael McClure: Why don't we tum the microphones over to the audience.
Question: I'm asking Mr. Ginsberg for an open quote on my paper on Robert
Lowell. Specifically, did you give Mr. Lowell LSD and, if so, what happened?
[Laugm.J
Allen Ginsberg: Timothy Leary and I visited Lowell in his apartment at a time
when he was not in such good shape, but reasonably balanced, and we gave
him a tiny bit of psilocybin, mushroom extract. I guess that would be around
1960-61? I sat with him all afternoon: he was ruminating and kind of
astonished-though not entirely enthusiastic-because he had a pessimistic
tmn of mind. And as I left I said, ''Amor vincit omnes-love conquers all." And
he said, "I'm not quite sure about that, young man." [Laugm.]
Question: I'd like to remind the group here of a litenuy anecdote, a footnote,
so to speak. Mike McClure's play The Beard actually appeared on this very
stage. At some time when it was being passed around, I don't know if it was
Berkeley or San Francisco-! think it was prior to its appearance in San
Francisco-but anyway, I don't know how they advertised it, it just got out by
word of mouth I believe. I came here. It was a Sunday evening and there were
probably only about 100 people here. I think everybody enjoyed it a lot and
wondered how the hell it ever got here. Not a word was said about it in the
press afterward and if the administration knew it had ever happened they never
admitted it.
Michael McClure: That's news to me.
Question: I remember growing up in San Diego, next to Orange County, the
home of Richard Nixon during the '50s. I remember all these changes and it's
wonderful to hear you talk about them. I've got a couple of questions. One is in
relation to the mutual influence of Jack Kerouac and John Clellon Holmes and
the role of jazz in their writing. And the other is the contribution of Lenny
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Bruce to the liberation of the word. If you would, could you comment on either
of those?
Allen Ginsberg: Holmes and Kerouac were good friends, I would say in '47,
'48 and '49, '50, even later, but intimate. Holmes had a really interesting
apartment on Lexington Avenue and 56th Street, which was like a meeting
place for Neal Cassady, Kerouac, myself, and another novelist named Alan
Harringtion, the British philosopher A.J. Ayer, who showed up once-a lot of
intelligentsia. Everyone smoked a little pot and everyone was into jazz and
everyone was interested in a jazz novel as prose, or some kind of prose that
would include actual rhythms of jazz. Keroauc had the idea, the image of
Lester Young blowing 69 choruses of "Lady Be Good" as the ideal writer's
eidolon. And they both had this funny idea about Lester Young, that as he got
more and more of a junk addiction, or as he got more and more older,
disillusioned and weary, and persecuted, that the hom which he played, I think
if I remember correctly, it was held sideways out, and slowly came down.
Holmes used that as theme in his novel Go in which he used many of the
characters that appeared in his apartment as prototypes for fictional characters.
Including David Stofsky as myself, or Kerouac as Pasternak, and Neal
Cassady-! forgot what name.
But Kerouac got very jealous, because he felt Holmes was stealing his
ideas. And at this point Holmes was receiving advances for his novels and they
were getting published because it was nice prose. It was relatively easy prose
and it was novelist prose. Whereas Kerouac by this time had written Visiom of
Cody or On the Road, and couldn't get anything published because it was too
outrageously experimentally conscious-stream-explosion, mind-jottings. So,
Kerouac got quite unpleasantly jealous of Holmes, and what he thought was
Holmes' exploitation of his themes. But on the other hand, Holmes was totally
respectful of Kerouac and was really wounded by that, because he really had
learned something from Kerouac. As a good pupil he tried to exemplify it, or as
a good learner he tried to exemplify it and articulate it. Nonetheless Kerouac
admired him as sort of a pipe-smoking, tweed-jacketed, stable novelist, which
Kerouac always wanted to be. You know, a regular old novelist, respected for
writing novels, and having a sofa, and a fireplace, and a dog, and a country
house.
Question: Actually, my question is kind of similar. I'm doing a paper on jazz
and trance and how those are related and how they also relate to improvisation.
And I was wondering if the realm that one kind of gets into when one writes
poetry-was that seen as kind of a similar realm to when one was blowing a
solo?
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Diane di Prima: Well, I think you can think about poetry as being written in a
lot of realms. You know there's no one way to do it, no one state of
consciousness for writing poetry, and there's no one kind of poetry, also. There
are all kinds: intellectual poetry, you can write poetry from an idea, you can
write poetry because it is just coming through you and you are hearing it in
your head. That happens to me very often. I don't even know what it's talking
about. So that, I suppose, you could call "trance." Trance covers a lot of states
also. So you've got to get very particular there. You know there are states-that
we would call alpha states, something like that-that we would say, well, that's
trance. But what does that mean? It's that we've slowed our brain waves down,
the same as we do in meditation. So, if you go to hear a lot of j~ you'll hear
that some jazz puts you in a very, very, deep state. I can think of Cecil Taylor
as one who does that. And then there's other jazz that you have to listen to alert
and you feel like socializing and you're really in a beta state of mind, to use
that tenninology. So, it's hard to generalize. I think the most successful
improvisation in any field happens when your thinking mind, your beta mind,
is not in control. And that means also perfonnance of any sort, any sort: dance,
acting, writing, et cetera.
Allen Ginsberg {commenting on some yelling from outside the auditorium]:
There's a naked yogi outside in his beta mind sitting by the lines making
comments nobody can hear. Or can you hear? [Laugm.]
Question: You all were the pinnacle of the thing that has happened in the
United States with literature and art, but now it seems like there is nothing
happening, there's no one to look to who is making this remarkable work and
no ground is being broken. What kind of ground is there left to break? And do
you see anyone who might be doing work like that today?
Allen Ginsberg: I want to talk to that. Can everyone hear? What we had was
something going in a creation, or a pinnacle, or a new-wave, is what's going on
now. But he doesn't see anything happening. First-something that occurred
to me before-there's a big, organized, and well financed counter-attack
against what was the '60s, or counterculture, or alternative lifestyle, as
proclaimed publicly by Patrick Buchanan, funded by the Coors Foundation and
the Heritage Foundation think tank in Washington, and pursued by Rev.
Wildmon of the American Family Association, backed up by Ollie North,
backed up by Pat Robertson (who's building a giant media empire, and almost
bought the United Press). In order, very specifically, to roll back the clock, or
turn back the pages of history and return consciousness in America to its
original state of ... what? "Family values," and repression, hypocrisy, and
lack of candor. I think the difference is between candor and lying, really. They
want to impose another big lie upon the United States, that people are not what
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they say they are, that people's inner lives are not worthy of being spoken of,
that even self-empowerment is not worthy of being spoken of. So, you have
that particular political, social, artistic movement to deal with, though there
isn't much art out of it. It's mostly media manipulation or television blather.
And maybe a few phrases such as "nattering nabobs of negativism" and "famiJy
values," or whatever.
But then there are a great
many young poets, and there are
a great many young writers, who
are really interesting. I would
recommend checking out Antler
in Wauwatosa, Wisconsin, David
Cope in Granville, Michjgan,
Eliot Katz in New Brunswick, as
well as David Greenberg in New
Brunswick. I'm sure anyone
here- we all have our favorites
poets who are not ve1y well
known, including one poet that
I'll be giving a reading with in
Berkeley on Tuesday, Andy
Clausen, who lives up around in
OakJand. And in a one-year
BuddJ1ist retreat for a year, a
fiiend, a poet who's just gone
into this meditative retreat,
silence for a year, Mark
Olmstead. So there's a great
many younger people around.
Why is there no national
front, or act, or movement, or
sense of it? I don't tl1ink it's necessary, because there's a lot of the energy of
the same kind, expansion energy, going into grw1ge rock, like Sonic Youth or
the groups around CBGB's in New York or the Pyramid Club. There's an
enormous national movement of individuated, what-do-you-call-them groups,
gmnge bands as they say now, punk bands. That's a whole world ofreaJly wild
and interesting erotic and literary activity that never existed in my day.

Alan Soldofsky: Michael, one of the sort of interesting things happening is the
revival of small tlleater groups, experimental tlleater. There's even a tlleater
group in North Beach that's recreated tile Beat Generation. But there are a lot
of trans-generational activities, there's people like Jack Cassidy, of tile old
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Starship, now playing with the yowtg musicians, and so forth. Have you
observed much of this in your travels?
Michael McClure: I just wanted to quote Diane. Diane said the only war that
matters is the war against the imagination, in a great poem of hers called
"Rant." The only war that matters is the war against the imagination. In
addition to the war that Allen is talking about of the Helmses and Buchanans
who are trying to keep everybody numb, there are corporations that have
control of all the media that we are all barraged with constantly, and certainly
the purpose of that media is to make us all stupid so that we can't experience
things. There's a war going on against everybody on the surface of the planet,
particularly in this cowttry, that's being done by corporations and it's being
done through television and it's being done through constant manipulation. So
we say, where are the artists? Where are the people we should be interested in?
Where are our brothers and sisters? How are we going to express ourselves?
But a lot of us are pretty numb, and maybe the thing to do would be to get
yourself out of the trajectory of that stuff. I imagine that most of you are,
because you're here. [Laughs.} The war that matters is the war against your
imagination, against your imagination.
Alan Soldofsky: Does that include the kind of new intelligentsia, the hyper-

abstract criticism, or is that part of the avant garde that's pushing things
forward? Any ideas?
Diane di Prima: I think you've got to look at them one by one, like everything

else.
Allen Ginsberg [with sarcasm]: Baudrillard and Derrida.
Alan Soldofsky: Enough said!
Question: Both Allen and Michael have mentioned Charles Olson. I was
wondering if you could talk about the impact and influence of his the01y of
poetics? And also, that a community did exist at the Black Mowttain College,
the community that formed in San Francisco. How that was influential?
Michael McClure: Wow. There was a San Francisco Renaissance which

included me and Allen, Diane and James Broughten, and everybody, Philip
Weyland and everybody else you can think of. Then there was a Beat
Generation which included all us too. Then there was a Black Mountain
movement of poetry, which was Charles Olson, and Robert Creeley, and they
were always coming to visit us and we were always going to visit them, you
know they were our closest. And then there was the New York School, which
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would be Ashbety, and Frank O'Har~ and these were great centers of
imagination and we were all out there working at the same time and I think we
all knew each other. In tenns, specifically, of Charles: I am a projective poet
and I took the impulse for my own poetics from Charles's own projective verse.
Alan Soldofsky: Perhaps you could define that for those who are not familiar
with the tenninology.
Michael McClure: Well, I hope enough people are interested. I certainly will.
Projective verse is a verse in which the poet looks at the inspiring object, or it
could be thought or memory, for that matter-it doesn't necessarily need to be
a thing of substance-but looks at the inspiring perception. The inspiring
perception sort of enters the poet's consciousness and is re-expressed by the
poet in words that he projects on a field which is equivalent to the field of
consciousness by means of his breath and the beat of his heart and the duration
of the syllable. Make sense? If you're interested in that, it's in an essay by
Charles Olson called "Projective Verse."
Alan Soldofsky [holding up a book]: This is the New American Poetry
Anthology, and it's in there. And there are comments from you in there, in a
journal, that relate to it, right?
Michael McClure: The only way you'll ever understand it is to read it out
loud. And it only takes about thirty minutes to read it out loud.
Question: This question is directed towards, I think, Allen Ginsberg more so
than the rest of you. Ever since I read your work, Mr. Ginsberg, I have been
obsessed with your spiritual ancestors, which I locate back in the latter half of
the eighteenth and first part of the nineteenth centuty-those whom Blake
spoke for when he said, "The arts and sciences of the imagination are the
destruction of tyrannies and bad governments." Because he knew when
imagination was denied, war governed the nations. Since then I've been ttying
to understand what's been going on. It's been like some sort of obsessive
puzzle for me because these people-who Shelley said were the
"unacknowledged legislators of the world"-had some sense of the connection
between art and revolution and therefore the artist's social responsibility that I
think we've lost, because someone somewhere said that ''without vision people
perish" and what really mattered was the imagination. I'm writing a paper now
tJying to trace the ancestty of the Beat Generation back to the Romantic
inheritors in this countty, Emerson and Thoreau, to what I call the myth of
revolution. There is an old Italian anarchist song that goes "give flowers to the
revolutionaries that failed." What seemed to me to be important is just that
failed revolutions created another revolution; and I just wanted to get
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clarification from you because you connected this conscious revolution, this
spiritual revolution, to the political-but I felt that maybe you wanted to say it
in other terms than a utilitarian relationship. Because I think the real
relationship there is totally unified, because Blake said that all politics and
religion are the same. In other words, if the myths that these poets use, ever
since Plato, to counteract the propagandistic lies or myths of what we now call
the patriarchy, and Blake called the "noble daddy," if they are supposed to
counteract it, then the waking up to one's true identity in a Gnostic culture of
the lie, waking up to that identity is the ultimate political act.
Alan Soldofsky: Sure. {Audience laugm and claps.]
Allen Ginsberg: But, in adding to those revolutions that have failed as
inspirations for further revolutions, you have William Carlos Williams, saying
two things. One, the government is of words so that the job of the poet is to be
his own formulator of law, through his own language, but also unworldly love
that has no hope of the world and that cannot change the world to his delight.
So, in that sense, vivas to those who have failed. Unworldly love that has no
hope of the world and that cannot change the world to its delight. So, in other
words, even if you cannot change the world-and alter the political structure or
the economic structure or feed people in the Bowery or wherever-the impulse
toward that, undiminished, resides in the breast in any case and needs to be
continuously, not revised, but simply acknowledged and realized. It's there all
the time, the desire to do good, a Buddhist Zofa desire, a desire to help. Some
political systems say that does not exist in the human breast, and that nothing
exists but tigerish selfishness. Others say the very nature of human
consciousness is unobstructed compassion. I think those who are aware of that
unobstructed compassion have tapped into it themselves are not defeated by the
defeat of the world.
Question: And do they not find out that the social lie, the lie of history, is
based on the metaphysical lie, and therefore a real revolutionary has to be a
spiritual revolutionary, or a poetic visionary? Correct?
Allen Ginsberg: Well, in the 1940s I would say the liberation was spiritual lib,
which led to liberation of word, which led to liberation from censorship,_ which
led then to other liberations and social actions like gay lib, women's lib, black
lib-at least it was a contributing factor in the biological wave to save the
planet.
Alan Soldofsky: That's an important topic. Diane.
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Diane di Prima: Don't forget that the social lie, as you call it, can only be
based in our physical bodies and without sexual repression and guilt it has no
place to take root. [Audience claps.]
Question: Given the influence, that all three of you have commented on, of
jazz on your writing and your work, would you care to comment on the
African-American music scene and its influence on the poetry scene of today?
Looking, hopefully, past the obvious attempt by the commercial interests in this
coWltry to co-op rap and hip hop. Can you see their influences in the current
poetry scene?
Michael McClure: Willie Dixon to Cecil Taylor, how about that?
Diane di Prima: No, I really don't know that much about the current poetry
scene to talk about it in reference to that. I think I see a continuwn-that rap is
part of a continuwn, and that we also are a part of it. We are a little older than it
but we are also a part of it and the thrust toward what Allen called natural
speech-what Amiri Baraka in The New American Poetry Anthology called the
"how we soWtd"-is what the younger fellows are after. And you can trace this
back through time to Fran~ois Villon in European literature, where we are all a
part of a thrust toward what's really going on. How do we speak on the street,
how do we really live, what's really on our minds, and not what we have been
told that it's ok to write about, or speak about, or sing about, etcetera. In that
current, we were an earlier version of it.
I see that rap is very, very important now and there's many doors it's
opening in language and in thought-and what it's doing is it is opening them
for millions. Whereas we opened it for thousands. I'm beginning to be aware
of, though I don't know much about rap-I'm beginning to be aware that there
are many different kinds of rap that are more and more opening up to
imagination, to things that have to be heard more than once to be fully heardto just really a vast range of hwnan concerns.
There's constant stereotyping of rap and of all the-what I can't think
of a better term for-the street arts, the good graffiti artists, and so forth. The
stereotyping of all of that as hostile, as garbage, you know we can't forget that
happened to us and also that rock and roll was forbidden in Utah; so when we
drove through Utah there was none on the radio in '67. But, this stereotyping
makes us blind to the wonderful richness and variety of this music and the
lyrics and the word. What's going on now with its influence on younger poets,
I can't speak to because, I must say, I don't go out a lot. I hang out at home and
meditate and write a little. So the going back and forth of that influence where
rap now influences the poetry, I'm sure that's happening, I'm sure it's
inevitable, and I'm sure it's great. But what I do see is that rap comes out of a
thrust toward speaking the truth in the world in our own language and so did
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the Beats. And something of the same evolution from very much simpler
materiaL politically direct, of our time-each of us evolved our own concerns.
They were more subtle; you had to read us more times to get what we were
talking about. And the same thing is happening in a much faster way in rap
now because I think the whole cycle of time has speeded up a lot. I can't
address it more than that.
Allen Ginsberg: I'd like to add one thing. Kerouac' s inspiration for his prose
rhythms was listening to African-American jazz musicians, in the bebop era of
'40-'41-'42, who were actually imitating people talking on the street and doing
it through their breath and through their horns. And Kerouac was trying to
return that to prose. The African-American vibration or rhythm, attitude toward
poetry, attitude towards speech, seems to me the singular contribution that
America has given to the whole world. One white version of it was the Beat
Generation, which was really a recycling of African-American rhythms and
attitudes ofhipness into the literature and through the academy.
But, on an even larger scale, the influence of African blues on rock and
roll is a way of transporting the griot tradition-the prophetic village shaman,
priest, griot storyteller-through a larger megalopolitan, high-tech society,
through white rock and roll. In that sense, it seems to me to have reflected
African-American rhythms and have conquered the world in a kind of subtle
way which has not yet been acknowledged. Which is to say, ultimately,
African-American consciousness, with its particular kind of body rhythm and
natural relation to the physical human physiology as well as a more natural
relation to nature, seems to be the ultimate vibe coming through even Bob
Dylan and The Beatles, as well as a recognition of blues or samsara, or the
essential suffering of existence.
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Diane di Prima is currently working on her autobiography, Recollections of
My Life as a Woman, for Viking Press. She is also preparing the 350 pages of
her long poem LOBA for publication, and trying to see her collected plays,
Zipcode, through production at Coffee House Press. In addition, Last Gasp of
San Francisco will bring out a new edition of Dinners and Nightmares, with
additional prose from the 1950s, sometime in 1994.
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Awkward Song On The Eve Of War
The center of my heart is Arab song.
It is woven around my heartstrings
I cannot uproot it.
It is the song of the Beloved as Other
The Other as God, it is all about Light
and we never stop singing it.
The root of my brain
(the actual stem and medulla)
is the Tree of Life.
It is the story we have all been telling
The story of the journey and return
It is all about Light
and we never stop telling it.
I cannot uproot this Tree from the back of my head
I cannot tear this Song out of my heart
I cannot allow the two to war in my cells.
This is a prose poem and it is didactic
It remembers the oils of Lebanon, lapis of Persia
The mountains, ziggurats, ladders of ascent
The hut in the field we entered as Her body.
The fabric of our seeing is dark & light
Ahriman I Ahura the two lobes
of the brain. Or yin and yang.
The paintings of Turkestan echo in caves
ofNorth China. The Manichee's eyes are carved
in Bone Oracles.
I cannot cut the light from my eyes
or the woven shadow from the curves of my brain.
The dance of the I Ching is the dance of the star tide
Mathematics of the Zend Avesta
Geometries of Ife
There is only one Sun and it is just rising
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The golden ikon of the Black Virgin
stands at the stone gateway of Tashkent.
The flowering valleys of Shambhala
haunt our dreaming.
What skeletons stalk there?
Do you see?
If even the plants send out wannings to each other
If even the brine shrimp mourn each other's passing...
My eyes stare from ten thousand Arab faces
A deer sniffs at the stiffening corpse of her yearling.
There is only one Sun and it is rising
It is much too strong in the desert of our minds.
ShielcL yes, Desert Shield.
Shield us from the desert of greed
The desert of hate
Shield us from one man's mind: his class, its sickness
Shield us from the desert of chauvinish
Le desert desespere
Desperate desert of no song, no image
Shield us from the desert of no return
That Arab song burst out of mountain cave
That fme-worked silver glisten in the sun

"Loving, yes, loving, woman, and
digging on each other
thousands ofyears,
digging the differences ... ."
Let the gold-clad men and women
dark skins gleaming
dance at the stone gates:
Shiprock, New Grange, Tashkent
Let the goddess walk again on the African plains
The Orisha brighten the air
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There is only one Sun and it is rising
May the peaches of Samarkand bloom in the Okanagan.

Reprise:
There is nothing we have been that we will be
None of the myths suffices.
Let us read each other's maps at the foot of the Tree
Where the stream ofSong moves out in all directions.
(January 1991)
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Bulletin
It is happening even as you read this page. By the time you
finish reading this it will be over

She will have left the hotel and disappeared. He will have
eaten the pills. That one will slip and crack her skull on the
floor. That one will go out in a driveby shooting.

halfivay around the world the bombs are dropping
As you read these words it is already too late. 200,000
children will have starved. One of them held the Jewel in his
brain, another could cure plagues with her breath.
As you read this line one thousand have died of AIDS. They
die alone hidden in furnished rooms. They die on the earth all
over Africa.

halfivay around the world the bombs are falling
Do not think to correct this by refusing to read.
It happens as you put down the paper, head for the door.
The ozone reaches the point of no-return
the butterflies bellyflop, the last frrefly, etc.
Do not think to correct this by reading.
The bombs burst the small skull of an Arab infant the
silky black hair is stuck to your hands with brains.
With bits of blood. There is less shrieking than you would
expect
a soft silence. The silence of the poor, those who could not
afford to leave. Drop flowers on them from yr mind, why
don't you? "I guess we'll have to stay and take our chances."
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They die so silently even as we speak
Black eyes of children seek eyes of the dying mother
bricks fall dirt spurts like fountains in the streets.
In the time you fill a cup they die of thirst.
In the time it takes to tum off the radio. Not past, not future

The huts are blazing now. South of Market a woman OD's
with an elegant sigh. No more no less than is needed.
halfway around the world the bombs are dropping.
(1991)
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One Of The Jobs Of Cronedom
Some of us have to mourn while the rest of you
organize
Some of us have to dance
in the time of grief.
(January 15, 1991)
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Sacred Geometry
fromLOBA
(December 13, 1983)
cross-hatching on stone I & wind
flicking the light back
across the dolmens, horses of the wind
riding in from the sea, the voices
keening in full lament
"there is a blue
breaks on this steel grey
cerulean
breaks over
," the lashing rains
& the flesh
quivering feast from the Riders
there is a blue
models these greys, a fulness
as of flesh in the stone
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turning aside the lake for her,
flicking the page, as branches
tum in the wind
straddle time, stone cylinder,
& laugh. legs falling away
astride uncouth & fallen
post. battering ram. time, bring
time
thru the lintel, raise
the beams of the roof. Rough
sandstone
uncouth carvings agape
thighs pressed against
carved orgia marking
the pink flesh, she rides
the cylinder backward
night mare
& into the high
wind.
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long hairs of the he-goat whip
in the wet wind.
haze
falls like a fine poison, hissing
the hills
shiver & moan. this winter
is like no other, like no other
winter.
goat stands braced to
the wind, his head to the north.
limbs of the trees are flying
thru the sky.
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remembrance ofblue
her veins had shone like rivers
in her flesh,
blue rivers active
in the snowfields of torso,
she lay
sprawled on skins in the frrelight
underground
house or barrows?
no windows, the smoke
curled like haze on hills, there was
a threshold stone they had both
clambered across.
you cd slake thirst in her.
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snowflowers, windberries, dried moss the deer
cd smell~ thru the snow.
That was
another country.
Here if the goat shd only
climb the fallen stones,
or dance
about the domen

It would complete itself.
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whistle into the wind.
Pucker the lips, stand w/ legs wide for the Folk
to run between
leap
as the boughs fly, leap
as if over a fire.
Is the lad fit
for her, another year?
Or bring the black bear
to her cave.
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there are stone steps lead
from this place
to the edge of the sea.
they can be seen
when the sun shines, they run
under the wave.
when the sun shines here
you look on it,
like the moon.
Clouds fly before it, it races
ever toward night.
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the boats were not shaped like skulls,
but you felt
that's what they were.
you could hear the clash of shields
tho no one moved,
a clangor
above the wind.
As if a thousand women tore their faces
but dared not name the dead.
There were no dogs on this island
before they came.
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and the horses stood ashore, backs to the wind
and they raised a small round temple
on the mound
and it sank
thru the winter,
disappeared in the spring. They say Folk underground
took it to themselves
When the sun shines full
& you cannot look at it
It is then the white stair glistens
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What Do Frogs Say?
No there's a question. I was sitting on the couch. Waiting. For food to cook.
For the wash to finish. For Zelia. I had been doing laundry all week. Finish
one wash & start another. There was no more room on the clothesline. But
there was more wash. So I did it. The food was tomato sauce. I can make a
swinging tomato sauce. With spices. Basil. Oregano. Parsley. Red pepper.
Thyme. I love the smell of spices. They smell clean. Not like the city.
Clean. I was at the Cloisters once when they were setting out herbs in the
gardens. The inside of the shack where they kept them was clean and old,
with drying herbs hanging in bunches near the ceiling. Not at all like
Manhattan. No roaches for one thing. Just this lovely old dyke, happy,
setting out herbs, and the clean air cold and the jersey cliffs, purple and far
away. That's how spices smell to me. Especially oregano. I do love that one.
Freddie says it's cause I'm a wop.

Freddie was painting. Not too well. He was painting green and he doesn't
like green. I don't think he understands it. He understands orange all right,
but not green. Green is cheaper tho, and we have no money. So he was
painting green. The green was left over. I said to him what do frogs say.

Jeannie has this picture book. She doesn't really know what it's all about,
but you point to things, and make noises, and she digs it. Gets you in
trouble, tho. Like with butterflies. What the hell do butterflies say?
Nothing. So I moved my hands around like flying and she was happy. I
could smell the sauce even from in here. It smelled done. And Zelia wasn't
here. I figured Freddie must be starving by this time. I came on like the
sauce wasn't done, because Freddie was starving. And not too happy. I
figured he didn't want to wait for Zelia. But I did. I turned the page and
there were these frogs. I pointed to them. Jeannie waited. I've never seen a
frog. Never. Very peculiar life I've had. Seen an albino roach once. But no
frogs. I said to Freddie what do frogs say.
He didn't say anything. He just kept on painting. He'd been very sad for a
whole week. He never listened. Even less when he was sad he listened.
There was this phone call he got which made him sadder. And spring. So he
didn't listen & he didn't say anything. I waited. Jeannie looked at me and
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waited too. Then he stopped the green & started on black. I said to him
what do frogs say.

He made this awful noise.

Is that what they say I asked him. That's too loud. Jeannie liked it, tho. They
can't possibly say that I told him. They're too small. Freddie started on
white. I heard a knock on the door but nobody was there. I gave up and put
the spaghetti in the water anyway.

That's what they say said Freddie. There is no logic in frogs. He made the
noise again.

(1959)
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Music Journal
They're playing The Messiah on the phonograph, and it still reminds me of
Lori. They say that when every street in a city reminds you of something or
other in your life it's time to move.... I guess when every important piece
of music reminds you of something or someone, it's time to die. It hasn't
come to that yet.

The Messiah-Lori, at the piano on East Fifth Street, banging out the
chords and singing, all sinew and tremor, her unspeakably sexy,
unspeakably terrified mouth, all those hands. It seemed always as if every
muscle and tendon in her body had a life of its own. Kissing her small back.
The B Minor Mass-making it in the afternoon with Buck Dunbar who was
twice my age. How his hands did shake sometimes when he touched me,
and how I was deliberately trying out the knife edges of all my possible
bitchiness. The needle going on and on in the groove at the end of the
record, and no one turning it off.
The Brahms Requiem-Lori in her room (almost I said cell, it almost was
one) at Swarthmore. That pathetically little, pathetically and bravely
tasteful room, with the fme hi-fi, the worn, dowdy clothes from Lord and
Taylor, the Picasso print. The wrought iron chairs -calling sling chairs
"African camp chairs" I remember was one of her habits. Sitting there, after
the whole thing with Swarthmore crashed, sitting there and finally giving
up. My battered attempt to put some life back. The Brahms Requiem. Her
innumerable calls to Nancy. People at the door. Finally my fleeing, saying
to excuse it, "She wants some privacy," then fmding the note pinned to the
door as if with a thrown knife, "Where the hell are you, DiPrima?" and the
girl gone.
The B Minor Mass-at Boo's, the estate in Massachusetts that her family
had-almost, it was an estate. The goddamned sunset on the lawn in back
of the old revolutionary inn that was their house. The "negro caretaker" and
his wife giving us supper. We had moved the hi-fi outside and the Mass
blared out across the lake, the herons weren't impressed, they stood still
and the sun set behind them.
Fidelio-Mephi sitting in the old music library, where you wore earphones
and they had only 78's and you sat there with earphones on, staring out at
the brick wall across from the library and listening, and sometimes you
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wrote and Mephi hearing Fidelia there, the "Ach! was dunkel bier!" and
beating on the wood table, her knuckles white, which was I suppose
adolescence.
King Arthur-"Let me freeze again," our favorite suicide music. Mephi and
Lori on the double bed at Cornelia's, talking in some sophisticated code
that completely escaped me, yet doing it only for my benefit, a language
demonstration. That horrible ginger beer that Cornelia thought was the
proper thing to offer girls just out of high school before you seduced them.
Mephi singing Dido in her husky voice. Alice Burten who looked like a
rabbit. Kissing her in Abingdon Square and putting her into a taxi. Then
going into the White Horse Tavern where they were still talking about
Dylan Thomas. The hot spiced wine there, the foolish knockwurst
sandwiches. Going back there, years later, with Bret, the last place almost I
ever went with Bret, and talking my head off about the Jones household,
one month before it was to join me in some abominable trek which isn't
quite over.

Oh, there's still plenty that doesn't mean anything. That way, at least. The
St. John Passion. Scriabin. Altogether. No, that's not true, some Scriabin or
other, on terrible scratchy 78's at Amsterdam Avenue. Freddie lovingly
bringing the 78's all the way from Ossining so we could hear them. We,
O'Malley and me, being so far behind him that we could only look for
Form and not find it, and be bewildered. But something else must have
happened, because I remember that music and not for its formlessness.
Then the early Miles was happening, Walkin' and Solar, and the MJQ was
still exciting a little; the first side of Django they did. . . Hearing it at Billy
James' house, four a.m., his wife having bitched herself to sleep bugged
because tomorrow he was supposed to job hunt, and me and O'Malley sat
there, keeping him up, reading The Once and Future King to each other, the
part about the owl and hearing Django. His funny elf face. The blue dawn
light in those windows. In so damned many windows.
Especially I remember it in the windows of furnished rooms where it hath a
peculiar beauty. On rickety roachy bookcases where you have put three or
four forlorn volumes and a notebook, on the chintz slip covers, dirty where
head and ass and arms rest, on the bed, like as not stuffed with bedbugs
instead of matress stuffing. . . there was sometimes even a picture on the
wall. A cottage with flowers from the five and ten. Or the dawn that found
me crying in a midtown hotel, because Lori had kissed me on the mouth
and then stopped and nothing had happened, I lay there thinking because
she could tell from the kiss, tell I'd never been kissed on the mouth before
and so she didn't want me. But how beautiful it was in that midtown hotel,
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because there was a bathroom, it was all ours and we took hot baths for
hours, three dollars a night.
Or the Puccini we loved much earlier on a salty floor in Brooklyn, listening,
again those old 78's, how much one loved records then! They were so
heavy and cumbersome to play and they stopped so soon. The little momma
of the house in her ugly aprons, making us sandwiches. And all of us,
stretched on the floor, hands over our eyes, hearing again Butterfly, and
smelling the sea only blocks away. Our walks to the sea, punctuated with
the boats in Sheepshead Bay, with a bronze statue of Byron on the lawn of
an old maid's house, the rocks along the esplanade and that small browncovered Keats I always carried, with margins in red drawn all around each
page and flowers embossed on the cover. How it fell apart from sleeping
under my pillow. One of the first of the irreparable wrongs I did was to
throw it away.
Forgiveness is strange, and comes unexpectedly. In San Francisco last year
I found another Keats almost as small and carriable, bound in blue leather
and bought it. Someday, too, I'll find another opal.
The piece of forgiveness I've just purchased, like a plenary indulgence,
some can be bought, sleeps in the next room, after supper.
Forgiveness thru change. The passing seasons.
Playing the Sonatas and Interludes of John Cage on Houston Street and
Roi: "They're playing our song" laughter. All to the good. The hearing
Omette those tense nights of last summer after having hidden Alex Trocchi,
after having worked in that dusty bookstore, after having pot and putting off
Larry, and yes, the morning after I did sleep with him, the dawn light then,
walking across the city on Houston Street, the buildings half wrecked and
with pigeons still living in them. Hearing them coo and thinking the
wrecking ball that swings so slowly now would tomorrow kill them. As the
wall tottered and the cooing grew still. In the clear air of the morning, that
wall jutting up, a field of broken bricks, the sounds of the pigeons. Then
going to church, hearing dawn mass, the old women, the young whores still
not to bed. The smell of Prince Matchabelli, Blue Grass, other cheap
perfumes, the old ones in black, black scarves, the young with high color
still on their cheeks. Two sides of one coin. Receiving communion together.
Walking out again, and down the stone steps after. The peace of the
morning, the stores beginning to open. The smell of the cheese hanging
there so fine. Understanding homesickness is not for where you have been
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but for where you will never go, where the cheeses are hanging, the
children playing in mud. A goat maybe tethered beside the house.
Understanding that order, that universe better than this.
The whirlwinds of love, hashish and love that made the rest of that summer.
Billie Holiday, Willow Weep for Me, was the music ofthat. You had only to
blink your eyes to see the whirlpool in which you were turning, slowly,
your toes to the sky.
(1962)
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Revolutionary Letter: June 12, 1982
for Fulcanelli & John Lennon

There is always
the fire. Downwind it
blows our eyebrows off, blows holes
in our dusty skin. In the crucible
it melts our faces into knots & puddles
It melt sour hearts. And they become rock or
something more feeling than flesh. There is
no way around it, it is there is
always
the frre. Is this alchemy? Must
the process pass thru
10,000 suns? There
has never been a way
around
the crucible. Can the heat
of our love excel
tangible flame? Only then
can this crucible
replace
the old. There are
even in alchemy "two ways" and this
one way can supplant
habits of war. It is
"the dry way"

bl od
o '

(no
no tears)

only
substantial presence,

my hand in yours.
And you a stranger.
There are no
strangers.

Now.
This transformation

by the Inward Fire
(our heat I our love)
no
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charred limbs, blistered eyeballs, brain
turned to steam
only
the Inward Fire, slow
combustion I quick change I tomorrow
is already here.
(From Revolutionary Letters)
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Dream Poem About Reagan & Co
September 24, 1981
When we are dirt poor
and no longer have our mountains for shelter
when we are conquered
and cannot go to our forests for comfort
when we are hungry
and our valleys will no longer sustain us
then we will see these men
in their true light
(from Revolutionary Letters)
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Michael McClure
@)

Mexican Mountains

Michael McClure, for the last five years, has been working with Ray
Manzerich, fonner keyboardist of the Doors, at colleges and in music clubs.
Ray plays piano and Michael recites his poetry. The art they create is to a
large extent environmental and political. Their new CD is entitled Love
Lion, released by Shanachie Records. On the album are recent poems of
Michael's from his book Rebel Lions. The University of New Mexico
Press has released Lighting the Corners, Selected Essays & Interviews, on
art, nature, and the visionary.
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Mexico Seen from the Moving Car

THERE ARE HILLS LIKE SHARKFINS
and clods of mud.
The mind drifts through
in the shape of a museum,
in the guise of a museum,
dreaming dead friends:
Jim, Tom, Emmet, Bill.
-Like billboards their huge faces droop
and stretch on the walls,
on the walls of the cliffs out there,
where trees with white trunks
make plumes on rock ridges.
My mind is fingers holding a pen.
Trees with white trunks
make plumes on rock ridges.
Rivers of sand are memories.
Memories make movies
on the dust of the desert.
Hawks with pale bellies
perch on the cactus,
their bodies are portholes
to other dimensions.
This might go on forever.
I am a snake and a tiptoe feather
at opposite ends of the scales
as they balance themselves
against each other.
This might go on forever.
Forever is the moment
when nothingness fails.
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This might be dust or a river-"The everlasting universe
of things
flows through the mind
and rolls
its rapid waves,
Now dark-now glitteringnow reflecting gloom ..."
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The Butterfly
For Amy
YELLOW AND BLACK, yellow and black,
black and yellow ... in a smooth flicker
the butterfly raises and lowers
her wings,
in a smooth flicker,
as she steps
in an awkward walk
like a dancer.
She sips the taste of the mountain
from the red-black mud,
from the red-black mud
near the river.
The gray-silver clouds are ocelot spots
and a stone peak stares from a notch in green cliffs.
She sips the taste of the mountain
from the red-black mud
and
a cowbell rings
in the shadow of clouds.
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Quetzalcoatl Song
QUETZALCOATL, PUT ON YOUR MASK
OF TURQUOISE,
paint checkered squares
of yellow and black
on your forehead.
Hide your hideous wrinkles
and sunken red eyes.
Cover yourself with capes of feathers.
Layer your chin in blue feather veils.
PUT
ON
YOUR
MASK OF TURQUOISE.
Paint your lips with scarlet!
That is not you in the smoking mirror.
Here, this is you in the deep clear pool.
This is you in the music the rattlesnake sings.
That is not you with the thorny skin.
That is not you with the red coal eyes.
You spend the night in an orgy with your sister.
Here, this is you as you dance
with the hummingbirds
with their black heads and scarlet wings.
This is you as you walk
where the deer
eat the fallen white flowers.
You are the child in your heart,
grown halfway into a god.
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Now you sleep in your stone coffm.
Now you burn yourself and rise in flames.
You are a star in the sky,
a star in the sky,
with the murderers of your father.
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Reading Frank O'Hara
in a Mexican Rainstorm

"THE ENORMOUS BLISS of American death,"
is not so huge here, Frank,
where the rain has fallen for twelve hours
into the blue pool
in the patio
where it rises
nearing the point where it will flood the house.
The sound of the beat on the roof
resembles the dream of a hive of bees.
Somewhere a little boy stands under
an old tin roof.
There is a postcard of Art Blakey tacked
to the white plaster wall
and muddy shoes grow warm in front of the frre.
I remember your broken nose, Frank,
and the galouise that hangs
from your mouth.
Somewhere a little boy stands under
an old tin roof
and he takes off his straw hat
and he scratches his hair.
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Mirroring Flame in the Fireplace
THE FIRE IS LIVID under the log
and it goes out
then returns
in a lengthening luminous flicker
of an orange the color
of the dazzle of sun
that falls on a forest of cactus
or on willows at the side of a river.
THEN
A

COAL
FLASHES
OUT
in
a
big
purple
star
with
eleven
points

in a kaboom and a crackle!
It's the mind
in a mirror of flames!
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David Meltzer
® From Reading Jazz
®Four Poems
David Meltzer, author of many books of poetry (including Tens, Six, Luna,
Bark: A Polemic, and The Name), has also edited various thematic
anthologies including The San Francisco Poets: Interviews; The Secret
Garden: Classical Kabbalistic Texts; Birth: Text, Songs, Prayers, and
Stories; and the recently published Reading Jazz (Mercwy House, 1993).
His current projects include an anthology of culture-war texts, High/Low
Browse; a critical work, Everyday Myth, and a biographical study of the Los
Angeles· artist Wallace Berman. With poet Clark Coolidge, vocalistsongwriter Tina Meltzer, and assorted musicians, poets, and artists, he is
part of Mix, a performance ensemble. He teaches in the undergraduate
Humanities program and the graduate Poetics program at New College of
California.
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From Reading Jazz

[From David Meltzer, Reading Jazz (San Francisco: Mercury House,
1993) 17-18. Edited by and used with permission of the author.]

After World War II, the A-Bomb, Auschwitz, the world as I imagined it
was undone. It shattered like those imperfect kabbalistic vessels filled with
an inrush of perfect light. I first heard Bebop in 1946. My parents sent me
from Brooklyn to a summer camp in Maine where I was miserable and
homesick. One afternoon while all the kids and counselors were swimming
in Lake Raymond, I lay on my cot in the cabin staring at the planked
ceiling. Suddenly Charlie Parker blasted out of the camp loudspeakers. The
record was being played by the black kitchen workers. I don't know which
record it was but the music made direct intense emotional sense to me. Its
articularity exhilerated me. Its rhythms, harmonies, the speed of its urgency,
expressed something I knew deeply but had no way of saying. I left the
cabin and walked down to the mess hall where the kitchen workers were
getting everything ready for supper. The music was as loud outside as it
was inside the hall, ringing blatantly out to the empty campgrounds; its
dissonances shook the cool birch woods and its complex unexpected drum
riffs richocheted down the back roads. It was an assault and an ascent.
Nobody paid any attention to me when I walked into the hall. They played
records over and over again all afternoon until the campers and counselors
returned. From then on, until summer was done, I'd go there during swim
time and listen to the records, and to the fry cook playing bop-like runs on
the upright piano next to the kitchen doors. (And I loved swimming. Other
than Ping-Pong, it was the only sport I excelled in; but I loved the music
more and the black men who initiated me into it. Many of them were young
war veterans, including the fry cook pianist who could also play other jazz
styles on the impossible upright piano. I watched his hands, his long
fmgers, force coherency out of a seriously impaired instrument.)
The music moved differently. It made the mind dance; it was head music,
complete, emotionally powerful. Each famous flatted fifth Dizzy Gillespie
hit in seismic solos got me giddy. Parker and Monk re-assembled my
relationship to music, to jazz, to art in general. Parker's breathtaking
intelligence, his articulate energy, and Monk's complex reductions and
contained recklessness, served as an approach, a mandate, to art I accepted
without question.
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When I got back home, my father played a 12-inch 78 r.p.m. record of"Salt
Peanuts." He'd also bought a 10-inch 78 r.p.m. blue-and-white label Blue
Note record with, for me, the quintessential mystery of Monk's "Off
Minor." He was intrigued with the new music to the extent of taking me to
the Royal Roost and, later, Birdland, to hear and see the music performed.
Now myth machinery goes into high gear as I try to recall the "reality" of
frrst hearing Charlie Parker play in a club. Most immediate and important to
reiterate was the volume of sound he produced, the unremitting power of
sound projecting his overwhelming inventions. His sound put me into
improvisation's core, its active and attentive center: an ineffable zone where
intellect and intuition weave through the never-lost framework of a piece.
His solos always seemed inevitable when released; all adjectives poets built
on fall down after a chain of words describing music.
Parker's velocity of ideas, references, quotes, rhythmic interplay, suspense,
surge; a monologue in dialogic interplay; a person thinking out loud,
tapping a huge archive, deeply inside the language of music, the music of
action, action of thought, recall, recombining them in sonic curls and
ribbons of music. How easy for me to abstract qualities present in the
presence of the player and his music. Each moment heard is afterward,
written memory. What's left? Something akin to Benjamin's "aura"
surrounds music long gone, a ghetto of ghosts built of words.
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old love pain chaos the same not the same
son of a man you somewhat resemble
appears like a ghost vanishes unfmished
new growth new death
woven through earth he vanishes within
appears again in a chair
begins typing
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heart portioned fmally shredded to a fme dust into the air
mixing with other less obvious pollutants and irritants
heart no longer synonymous with soul slowly evaporates on your
tongue tip
heart on streets in paper cups or wool caps in thick palimpset
of dirt turned skin into beef-jerky licorice
heart-on-sleeve insignia of unwoven time
heart in flowers spread ravishing corpses onto thick white linen
tablecloths customers waits hours on line to eat on
heart against heart refusing comfort or aid refusing eye contact
heart cuffed behind backs in rows on metal benches
heart out to lunch with power-broker hard-ons with scripts
hearts dark with iconic books
heart attacks its owners
heart in mouth sing yet another song
hearts on parade down Avenue J
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maker of riddles and little else
awful power see-saw
impossible bodies
riddled with little else to declare
want the bent boned poet to
poke out of the page
my cat-pee sweat stink
real, at least, as the telephone
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old reds to this kid in ace of knowing
old reds in blue prole denim workshirts
old reds maybe middle-aged following Robert's rules
old reds with thinning hair consuming large bosoms
old reds meet Friday nights in the storefront
old reds in a row on metal folding chairs
old reds listen to an ancient seer red
old red sage who'd been there and back and saw the impossible
old reds talking utopia with oldest red
Comrade Lenin in Brooklyn on a fund-raiser
old reds in gold lit revery
old reds arms upraised fists clenched
old reds arise against cruel imbalancing power
old reds resist soul-gobbling machinery
old red fists coiled around sledgehammers
old red bones sinewy thin in rolled-up shirtsleeves
old red families picnic on worn park grass annual May Day party
old red recalls Big Bill Haywood in Greenwich Village
old reds inside the carnival tent
Paul Robeson back from the Soviet Union
his silk black basso pops out speaker cones outside
old reds discussing endlessly Talmudic
old reds wanting Harlem back and the Depression
old reds wanting unions back
old reds wanting to know what to do next
form a study group and verify exalt
oldest red with piles in the Reading Room
rubbing frenzies with Rimbaud
in the roar of Industry's soot ghosted
promethean cathedrals
gigantic blood inked paper rolls squashed
into stacks of books tongued through gears
of night terrors seeded in momentous activity
whose machines can't stop despite bodies stacking up
pulped in wheels remembered by ancients in bookstores
closing down
party offices now boiler rooms for phone wizards
pulling the plug out of the good life
for material rubes asleep at the spiel
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Michael Schumacher
®Letter of Encouragement from One
Weary-Eyed Researcher to Another
Michael Schumacher is the author of Dharma Lion: A Biography of Allen
Ginsberg (1992) and two other books-Reasons to Believe {1988) and
Creative Conversations (1990). He has also published critical articles and
interviews with literary personalities in a number of periodicals.
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Letter of Encouragement from One
Weary-Eyed Researcher to Another
remember specifically the frrst time I encountered Allen Ginsberg~s
gigantic deposit of journals, letters, manuscripts, papers, and ephemera
at Columbia University. I had the distinct feeling that I was out of my
element.
It was March, 1985. I was visiting New York City for the frrst time,
staying with friends on Manhattan's Upper West Side, beginning the
intense period of research that led to Dharma Lion, my biography of one of
this country's best-know poets. The book would take almost eight years to
research and write. I suppose I considered myself to be a non-academic
Midwestern kid (even though I had a decent education, had traveled some,
and was anything but a kid), so there was something imposing about
walking around the unfamiliar streets of upper Manhattan an~ ultimately,
through the glass doors of Columbia's Butler Library, home ·of one of the
largest collections of archives in the world.
Knowing where to begin was not the problem. I had been studying
the events of Ginsberg's life for some time and had drawn up a
comprehensive chronology. The Ginsberg deposit was reasonably wellcatalogued an~ even as I began my work at Columbi~ it was being
organized further by Bill Morgan, the Ginsberg bibliographer who
generously offered me whatever assistance I might need.
The problem was rooted in the sheer volume of Ginsberg's deposit.
Ginsberg, it seemed, had saved every written record of his existence, from
his high school term papers to his rent receipts, from unpublished
manuscripts to tax returns; even the books he'd read were available for
examination. A vast selection of newspaper and magazine clippings, known
in the Ginsberg camp as "FYCP" (Faded Yellow Press Clippings), had been
carefully file~ year by year.
For the biographer, this is both a wonderful dream-come-true and a
dreadful nightmare. A biographer recognizes from the onset that, in many
respects, writing a life-story will involve many decisions about inclusion
and exclusion. In the case of Ginsberg, these decisions can appear to be
almost overwhelming in the presence of such an enormously detailed and
preserved life.
I sharpened pencils and trusted Fate, if not my judgment.

!
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One extraordinary and very moving moment occurred early in my
research, at a time when I was examining the letters written by Naomi
Ginsberg, Allen's mother.
A Russian immigrant with a strong communist background, Naomi
had suffered a troubled adult life in America. Doctors diagnosed her as
suffering from paranoid schizophrenia, and she spent a large portion of her
life in and out of New Jersey mental institutions, separated from her family
and singularly tormented by the conviction that everyone she knew or had
heard of, from her husband to Franklin Roosevelt, had hatched plots against
her.
Allen, of course, recorded the painful details of his mother's life in
his poetry. He wrote of the profound ambivalence and guilt he experienced
in authorizing his mother's lobotomy ("Black Shroud"); of his fmally
coming to terms with his dysfunctional relationship with Naomi ("White
Shroud"); and, in "Kaddish," his best and most amazing work, of his
youthful experiences with his mother. I had carefully read these and other
texts, and I had interviewed Ginsberg about his relationship with his
mother, but none of this prepared me for those moments of reading the
Naomi Ginsberg letters. I was deeply moved by the physical evidence of
this tortured, fragmented mind which, at one moment, could be loving and
maternal and then, at the next, would ramble away from all reason.
At one point, I put the letters down, left the university, and took a
long walk. I couldn't shake the words that I had been reading, now
juxtaposed in my mind onto the images Allen had offered in his poetry.
Allen's relationship with his mother, I decided, could in itself be the subject
of a valuable book.

This was only the first of many such revelations. By the time I had
completed my research and began the writing of Dharma Lion, I was
certain that there were scores of books to be found in the Ginsberg archives
alone.
Some have already been written, or are in the process of being edited
or written. Gordon Ball, a Virginia scholar and longtime Ginsberg friend,
has edited one volume of Ginsberg journals (Journals Early Fifties-Early
Sixties) and is completing work on another. Indian Journals, a selection of
journal entries written while Ginsberg lived in India in the early sixties, was
published by City Lights Books over two decades ago. Ginsberg biographer
Barry Miles has been assigned the task of editing Allen's selected letters,
while a volume of love poems and letters by Ginsberg and Peter Orlovsky,
his lifelong companion, was published as Straight Hearts Delight in 1981.
As Ever, the collected correspondence between Ginsberg and Neal Cassady,
offered great insights into the hero of Jack Kerouac's On the Road and
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numerous Ginsberg poems. There have already been several volumes of
Ginsberg lectures and interviews (Allen Verbatim, Composed on the
Tongue, and Your Reason and Blake's System), and other volumes are in
the works. Those who know Ginsberg well have joked that he has become a
cottage industry.
Indeed, the Ginsberg bibliography grows at a steady pace-and will
continue to do so for as long as he is alive and productive-but he has by
no means reached that saturation point that finds scholars, memoirists, and
biographers groping for angles. This comes into sharper focus when one
turns away from Ginsberg projects and looks at the work being issued by
and about his friends and associates. William Burroughs: El Hombre
Invisible, Barry Miles' brief but insightful biographical study, and The
Selected Letters of William Burroughs indicate that there is still much to be
written about the importance of the Burroughs-Ginsberg association. The
same could be said about the crucial friendship between Ginsberg and Jack
Kerouac: the relationship has been explored in biographies of these two
writers, but it will become even more clear when Kerouac' s letters,
presently being edited by Ann Charters, are published in the fall of 1994.
And these are only a few examples. New work is still coming forth
by and about Gary Snyder, Michael McClure, Gregory Corso, Peter
Orlovsky, Anne Waldman, Diane di Prima, and many others. The vitality of
the four-CO boxed set, Howls, Raps and Roars (Fantasy Records)featuring individual discs devoted entirely to Lenny Bruce and Allen
Ginsberg, as well as discs with generous readings by Lawrence Ferlinghetti,
Philip Whalen, Lew Welch, and others-indicates a continuing interest in
presenting works previously unavailable or long out of print.
All this inevitably leads one to a discussion about the significance of
the literary and social movement called the Beat Generation. Cynics would
argue that the Beats (and their progeny) received more than their share of
attention in their hey-day, that they will remain little more than socioliterary footnotes in the huge historical perspective. These people will
submit that very little of their work will survive far into the next century,
that even the work being studied in high schools and colleges today is more
the result of courses taught by former beatniks or hippies than of clear
literary vision. To the most vocal of the detractors, the Beat Generation is a
particularly irritating kidney stone that has yet to pass. These people will
always subscribe to Norman Podhoretz's now-infamous characterization of
the Beats as "Know-Nothing Bohemians."
Beat Generation enthusiasts counter that the barrier-breaking lives
and art of the Beats not only supplied a pleasant new scent to the stale air of
the Fifties, but that they helped plant the seeds and nurtured the growth of
sexual liberation, human rights issues, ecology, opposition to war, and
general planetary consciousness-all held together by a new form of
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spirituality. To these bohemians, the politics of ecstasy made much more
sense than the cynical politics huddled around the split atom.
I am constantly amazed and appalled by the violence of the language
lobbed back and forth between the camps of Beat supporters and detractors,
as if no one can close a weary eye unless he or she can rest with the
knowledge that the beast is still wounded and festering in public. The
horror of this critical war drove Jack Kerouac, reluctant "King of the
Beats," first to drink and, subsequently, to an early death. Kerouac's prose
was the language of his heart and, as is the tradition of much worth and
controversial literature, Kerouac could not physically withstand the arrows
aimed at him, even if his works lived on.

Obviously, it is in my best interests to be sympathetic to the Beat
Generation writers and their literature. When Dharma Lions was published,
a handful of reviewers took me to task for what they considered to be my
sympathetic stance, and while I might argue that it is not a felony to respect
(or even, God forbid, admire) the subject of one's biography, I guess I will
stand guilty as charged. I appreciated Allen Ginsberg's life and work well
before I ever dreamed that I would write his biography, and I will go out on
the proverbial limb and imagine that most people buying my book did so
because they, too, had similar feelings about the poet.
Having stated this, I would like to bring these brief musings around
full-circle by saying that I hope that many other writers and scholars will
take their pencils and notebooks to the Ginsberg deposit. I look forward to
the day when someone publishes a study of Ginsberg's relationship with his
mother-or, for that matter, a book on Allen's stormy relationship with his
father; both parents had tremendous influence. I also look forward to the
day when books are published on the importance of drugs and politics to
Ginsberg's writings. I am eager to see the rest of Ginsberg's journals. There
is yet to appear an extended study on how Ginsberg's homosexuality,
initially repressed and confused, eventually open and celebrated, guided the
evolution of his work.
Lord knows the research and support materials are there, like giant
bones buried beneath the strata of several decades of social and literary
consciousness, awaiting discovery and celebration-not in the sense of
awed antiquity, but for the support they bring to every page of Ginsberg and
Company, read fresh for the first or thirty-first time.
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To Prospective Contributors
San Jose Studies, a journal sponsored by San Jose State University since
1975, is published three times each year-winter, spring, and fall. The contents
include critical and creative prose, as well as poetry, interviews, and photographs,
directed to the educated reader but providing resources for the scholar as well.
The scope of San Jose Studies is interdisciplinary, with a particular interest
in Bay Area and California cultures. Past issues have included articles on topics as
diverse as the social implications of genetic engineering, the sources of M
Butterjly, the need to enlarge the canon of American literature, and the letters of
William James. Special issues have been devoted to Chicano culture, to John
Steinbeck, to the American Bicentennial, to cultural diversity, to Roberta
Holloway, to Charles Darwin, to Ezra Pound, to Emily Dickinson and H.D., and to
the letters ofMargery Bailey.
Each year, the Committee of Trustees awards $100 from the Bill Casey
Memorial Fund to the author of the best essay, short story, or poem appearing in
the previous volume of the journal. In addition, authors of the best article, short
story, and poem in each volume receive a year's complimentary subscription.
As a refereed journal, San Jose Studies requires evaluations of unsolicited
manuscripts by a generalist reader, by a specialist in the area of the manuscript, and
by the editors. This process usually takes from two to three months, longer during
the summer and winter breaks. Authors receive two complimentary copies of the
issue in which their contribution appears. Materials not accepted for publication
will be returned if a self-addressed, stamped envelope is provided. No acknowledgment of receipt will be sent for fiction and poetry submissions.
Manuscripts should be submitted to:
The Editors
San Jose Studies
c/o Department ofEnglish
San Jose State University
San Jose, California 95192-0090
They must be typewritten and double-spaced on standard 8Yl x 11 inch white bond
paper. In order to preserve the anonymity deemed necessary for impartial review,
the author's name should appear only on the cover sheet of the typescript.
Previously published works and works under consideration elsewhere are not
acceptable. Upon acceptance of their contributions, authors will be asked to
submit their work on diskette; popular formats for Macintosh and ffiM-compatible
computers are preferred.
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